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by Anna Cham 

Eighty—seven is cruising on in high

gear. Before we know it there will be

a rash of spring fever and sunburn.

Are you ready?!

March is bringing the 11th annual

St. Patrick‘s Day Pub crawl (a fine

way to celebrate our Irish—American

holiday). Not ore location but TWO.

Overton Square is the traditional site

with a second bash planned for Beale
Street. You can come even if you‘re

not of Irish descent (isn‘t that big of

us).

March is also bringing Billy Joel,

Jay Leno, the Rainmakers opening

for Kansas, Huey Lewis and the

News with the Robert Cray Band and

for country fans George Jones, T.G.

Sheppard andSawyer Brown.

According to Barrow—Hoffman

Public Relations, The Black Gold

Awards, held February 19 at the

Orpheum Theatre presented Legend

Awards in the following categories:

Pop — The Mills Brothers; R&B — The

Spinners; and Gospel — Andrae

Crouch. The W.C. Handy

Humanitarian Award went to

Dorothy Height — President/Founder

of the National Council of Negro
Women. Proceeds from tickets to the

program will go to LeMoyne—Owen

College. The show will be syndicated

and aired across the nation during

March and April.

Highlighting events during the

month of March will be the 1st

Annual Gospel Academy Awards,

Sunday, March 29, when local gospel

music performers will gather to

honor the best in their field. Among

those scheduled to appear at the

awards ceremony to be held at the

Union Valley Baptist Church,

located at 1051 East McLemore, are

Derrick Jackson and the Jacksons,

The Spirit of Memphis, Gregory

Michael Siggers, Olivet Baptist

Church, Whitehaven Gospel Choir,

Mt. Vernon—Westwood, Debra Davis,

Willie Gordon, Michael Rogers,

Patricia Lewis, The Angelic Voices

of Faith, Inc., Christ Community

Choir and other noted gospel

personalities.

CONGRATULATIONS:

Gary and Shelly Belz have a

daughter, Brittany Allison, born

January 23.

Jerry Lee Lewis‘ wife Kerrie gave

  

birth January 28, to their first child,

a boy, Jerry Lee Lewis, III.

Jason D. Williams married Lynn

Hammond on Valentine‘s Day.

Linn Sitler, formerly with Channel

13‘s PM Magazine and recent

Nashville resident, has been selected

to replace Martha Ellen Maxwell as

Executive Director of the Memphis

and Shelby County Film, Tape, and

Music Commission.

APPEARING IN MEMPHIS in

February: Joe Walsh (see our story

on Joe on page 14) jumped onstage at

Alfred‘s on Beale to jam for a couple,

of hours with Jimmy Davis and

Nexus (does this mean an album

appearance?). William Lee Golden

(Oak Ridge Boy) and others joined

the Bluebeats on a recent Sunday at

Bombay. Which goes to show,

sometimes you get MORE than you

pay for.

The Memphis Star‘s January cover

artist, Norma Jean Watts, is

scheduled on the JoanRivers Show in

late February. She was one of the

winners in the Memphis look—alike

contest. Hope they let her sing!

ALSO HEARD: RINGO STARR

was hanging out at the Peabody

(Room 9??). Does this mean he‘s

sliding in the back door at THREE

ALARM studio?

NATIONAL NEWS WITH THE

MEMPHIS CONNECTION:

Yes, Virginia! There is a Bar—

Kays! Polygram publicity released

this info: "The Bar—Kays re—emerge

in 1987 with a streamlined new band,

 

 

Joe Walsh, left, mugging at Alfred‘s on Beale with recent QMI/MCA signees

Jimmy Davis, Tommy Burroughs and John Scott of Nexus. Chuck Reynolds,

Nexus drummer, was temporarily out of the spotlight. photo by Dan O‘Keefe
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led by Harvey Henderson. The new

album, slated for release in March, is

called Glamour."

Also to be released this month is a

new album by Green On Red. The

LP, The Killer Inside Me, was cut

here at Ardent with Jim "Mudboy"

cont. page 11

 

CONNIE HIERS, M.D.

; PLASTIC & RECONSTRUCTIVE sUnGeEny _
Head & Neck Cancer ® Skin Cancer * Birth Defects e Hands ® Burns ® Hair Transplants

Tummy Tucks ® Breast Reduction, Enlargement & Reconstruction e Cosmetics —
Face, Eyes, Ears & Nose ® Trauma (Automobile Accidenté) *e Maxillofacial Surgery

In—Office Breast Enlargements

OUTPATIENT CLINICS AT THE FOLLOWING HOSPITALS:

 

GRAY‘S HARRIS LUCY LEE RANDOLPH

Batesville, AR Newport, AR Poplar Bluff, MO Pocahontas, AR

793—2321 523—8911 314—785—7721 892—4511

WE WELCOME INSURANCE/MEDICARE

816 B. Rains St. e Jonesboro, AR » 501—935—0861

1204 W. Kingshighway e Paragould, AR e 501—935—0861
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Makea night of it when you enjoy a sensational Bombay dinner!

Bicycle Club

2120 Madison in Overton Square 726—6055
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by Ken Houston 

At ARDENT STUDIO A, Terry

Manning was in doing work on

George Thoroughgood‘s song "Bad

To The Bone," for EMI Records. Al

Green was in completing work on his

latest album for A&M Records with

Mark Culp engineering. Mark

Blackwood completed the Blackwood

Brothers album for Skylite Music.

The band Dotz cut three tunes with

Pat Taylor engineering, and

Reverend Douglas was in working

with Robert Jackson. Joe Walsh has

also been in cutting tracks for his

upcoming Warner Bros. release.

At ARDENT STUDIO B, J.

Blackfoot was in doing radio spots to

promote his single, "U—Turn," which

is number 33 on the Billboard charts,

with Tom Laune engineering. The

Replacements were in finishing up

their next Warner Brothers album.

Jim Dickinson was producing, while

Joe Hardy was mixing.

And at ARDENT STUDIO C,

DeGarmo & Key were in cutting

tracks with John Hampton

engineering. — The Deal, out of

Charlottesville, Virginia, were in

with Haines Fullerton and John

Hampton co—producing. The Steam—

boat Strummers and Rusty Martin

were in cutting tracks with Mark

Culp engineering.

At COTTONROWRECORDING,

artist Jerry Jones, formerly a Capitol

and Arista recording artist and also

formerly of local group Home Grown

Funk, was in laying good tracks for a

new label project. Earnest

Williamson is producing and Niko

Lyras is engineering. New Memphis

Music Productions is working with

local rappers David Jackson, Juan

Allen and Lonnie Payne producing

demos to be shipped to major labels

by publishing director William

Bearden. Earnest Williamson and

Niko Lyras are co—producing, while

Niko is engineering. New Memphis

Music has also been busy producing

demos on local songwriters with the

Syndicate Rhythm Section

performing. The players are Niko

Lyras, Dwayne Thomas, James

Robertson, Tommy Priakos, and

Earnest Williamson.

At THE ATTIC, pre—production

work has just been completed for the

upcoming debut album for Jimmy

Davis. Some of the album cuts

feature songs written by Jimmy,

John Scott, Chuck Reynolds, and

Richard Orange. Meanwhile, John

David has begun a four song gospel

package for Derrick Jackson and the

Jackson Family, while he finishes

production on the upcoming 45 for

the gospel group Dynasty.

Mr. "Germantown Blues," and

"Frayser Man" himself Lyn Jones

was in working on his first album

project at Don Singleton‘s DELTA

SOUNDS with Peter Hyrka and

Victims of Circumstance recording a

Keith Sykes tune. Other rhythm

tracks are being finished at Phillips

Recording. Stan Kesler engineering.

At ROADHOUSE STUDIOS, Sir

Lawrence (Purnell) recorded his

tune, "Can‘t Get Used To It," which:

was the winning song in the rhythm:

and blues category of the 1986 MMA:

Demo .Derby. Sir Lawrence

produced and played bass and guitar

while Mark Patrick and Ronnie:

Vandiver engineered. Ms. Jewel

Jones provided vocals and Vandiver.

assisted on keyboards and drum

programming. This cut wil soon

appear onan LP with the other MMA:
contest winners. f

At EASLEY RECORDING,
Marilyn and the Monroes returned to
cut eleven songs which will be
shipped for release. The songs are:
being produced by Mark Discher and
engineered by Doug Easley.
Between out—of—town gigs, Think As
Incas have been in the studio getting
started on a project that will include
songs by band members David
Shouse and Davis McCain. In the
meantime, the studio has been busy
cutting demos for many local bands,
including the Odd Jobs, The Scam,
and country/folk/r&b band, The
Brewers.
At MEMPHIS SOUND PRO—

DUCTIONS, producer Danny Jones
has recorded material with Wain
Bradley and Glen Huey‘s band Inside
Out. Three Angels Records artist
Robert Clayborne‘s new single has
been released, and his album is ready
for mixing. The studio has also been
busy finishing up demo projects
before the upcoming move to Beale
Street.
Co—owner John Fleskes reports the

studio has taken delivery of several
new pieces of gear for the new studio.
Included are: an Otari MTR—90
multi—track, an MTR—12 half—inch

 

Dotz at the Omni—Daisy for the Heart Association consists of, from left, Tim
Dills, David Hisky, Jimmi Bridges and Mark Boyd. photos by Vicki Rollins
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WHATEVER VIDEO

606 S. Highland « 452—4731

NEW RELEASES

CLASSICS . SEX . MUSIC

COMEDY . CULT . DRAMA

OPEN: 10—— 10 Mon.— Sat.; 1 — 6 Sunday

 

 

Custom Silk Screening?

T—Shirts
Jackets

Caps
FAST DELIVERY

NO MINIMUM ORDER

Joreenfem
901—744—1274

2238 Freemont * Memphis, TN 38114

      

      

      
mastering deck, an MTR—10 quarter—inch mastering deck, (all with auto—locators), a second Lexicon 224XL, anEventide H—949 Harmonizer, a fullDolby—A system (a Dolby—SR systemis on order), a Yamaha 6‘ GrandPiano, and a Hammond—B3 with thestudio‘s second Leslie amp. MUs IC

Memphis Sound Productions is

starting a new publishing company, MASTER QUALITY 8 TRACK RECORDING
according to co—owner Tim Goodwin. AT THE LOWEST RATES ANYWHERE

Songwriter/keyboardist Rick Steff is 901—365—4234

expected to sign an exclusive writer
agreement with the company.
Goodwin reports the studio‘s new

cont. page 52
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Andy

& Debbie

Montgomery

 

Sweethearts

of the

Radio

 

by Sandy McKenna
 

‘ ‘ ndy and Debbie, what‘s
Afar lunch?" chimes a

group of juvenile voices.
Debbie reponds with the cafeteria
fare city and county schools amid
tongue—in—cheek remarks by her co—
DJ and husband, Andy, as well as
Captain Pat Adams (traffic) and
Johnny Dark (weather). AKA the
"Breakfast Club," this exclusive
membership wakes up Memphis
‘each morning from 6 to 10 on KIX
106.

And a popular club it is. According
to Arbitron, Andy and Debbie
Montgomery, along with their
sidekicks, had the top—rated morning
show for the Fall of ‘86 among the 25—
34 year old listening market.
What makes the show such a

success is the chemistry between its
stars, Andy and Debbie. The format
is unusual. Even though
male/female teams aren‘t new to
radio, there are few married couples
that work side by side in the control
room. It‘s a treat for the audience to
‘hear that these popular air
personalities have the same mundane
problems as the rest of the city‘s
better halves. Often, Debbie hasthat
"Oh, Andy, you know that‘s not so!"
tone in her voice that is answered by
Andy‘s "Oh, Debbie, I can‘t believe
you said that!" attitude. Of course, its
all in fun, but the audience can truly
identify with their relationship.
The Montgomerys profess to be a —

traditional married couple. They‘d
rather sit home and watch T.V. with
the kids (and prepare for their new
little bundle arriving in June) than

 

hit the nightspots. They finally met
when they were both working on
their own shows at sister stations
FM100 and WMC79, though they
had crossed paths for years.
"Actually," says Andy "we traced it
back to where we passed each other
in the halls at Craigmont" (both were

enrolled in the high school‘s radio
broadcasting class). "But," adds
Debbie "we never knew each other
then." They also later worked at the
same small station in Holly Springs,
but, eventually, fate drew them
together, and elusive love bloomed
into marriage.
The idea of a partnership on the air

actually came from the higher—ups at
KIX. After Debbie left the business
for a few years to be a mother
fulltime, she applied to work at the
station on the evening show. Since
hubby Andy was still working at
competitor FM100, the management
felt there might be a conflict of
interest. Five months later, they
offered them a chance to work
together, and "The Breakfast Club"
was chartered.
Andy described Debbie as "hard—

core country."  "That‘s all I‘ve ever
listened to," she explains. But Andy
was a rock and roll baby. "He listens
to EVERYTHING," she says. When
asked about playing Memphis music
on KIX, Andy mentions fellow DJ
Dan Lenzini‘s current tune on the
rotation, sort of a promo for the
station. He also believes that KIX
program director, Dana Harmon, is
one of the most open—minded in our
city to playing locals that fit the
station‘s format.

In the future, the Montgomerys
want to open a production company
of their own for local radio

commercials and jingles. Andy will
do most ofthe writing. Hesays he can
remember trying to write songs as a
boy exclaiming, "And I didn‘t even
know how to write yet!" That‘s how
long he‘s pursued his career in radio
and music. Originally, Debbie was
more interested in being a news
reporter, but they both ended up
spinning records and obviously enjoy
the added benefit of working
together on the air.
No matter what the future holds,

native Memphians Andy and Debbie
Montgomery plan to keep their work
here at home. They make a great
team on and off the radio, but
audiences will continue to tune in to
their longstanding membership in
"The Breakfast Club" at KIX 106. *
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Edward "Prince Gabe" Kirby

1929 — 1987

Edward "Prince Gabe" Kirby, noted blues

saxophonist and ambassador for Beale St., died

February 9, 1987 following a heart attack. Gabe,

backed by his band, the Millionaires (Melvin Lee,

bass; Larry Lee, guitar; Jeff Grayer, drums and Kurl

McKinney, keyboards, piano), were famous for their

Funeral Marches and "Bury Your Blues Parades" on

Mud Island and Beale Street.

In recent years Gabe was involved in the Arts in

the Schools Program sponsored by the Memphis Arts

Council and the Memphis City Schools. His charm

and love for children made him a favorite with

students and teachers alike.

According to Kurl McKinney of the Millionaires,

"The Blues was his first love. His death is a great loss,

not only to the Blues, but to the world of music."
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Hottest Selling Albums &

Songs Receiving The Most

Radio Airplay

In Memphis

TOP 40 SINGLES*

.. OPEN YOUR HEART (Sire) Madonna

2. AT THIS MOMENT (Rhino) Billy Vera

or
m

p
o

w

10.

and the Beaters

. BALLERINA GIRL (Motown) Lionel
Richie

. WERE READY (MCA) Boston

. KEEP YOUR HANDS TO YOURSELF
(Elektra) Georgia Satellites

SOMEDAY (Manhatten) Glass Tiger

TLL BE ALRIGHT WITHOUT YOU
(Columbia) Journey

JACOBS LADDER (Chrysalis) Huey
Lewis and the News

. SHAKE YOU DOWN (Columbia)
Gregory Abbot

TONIGHT TONIGHT (Atlantic) Genesis

*Based on airplay on FM—100
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DANCE SINGLES*

. AS WE LAY (Elektra) Shirley Murrdock

. STOP TO LOVE (Epic) Luther Vandross

. JIMMY LEE (Arista) Aretha Franklin

. BIG FUN (Total Experience) The Gap
Band

CANDY (Polygram) Cameo

. SERIOUS (21 Records) Donna Allen

STAY (Elektra) Howard Hewett

U TURN (Edge) J. Blackfoot

LOVE IS A DANGEROUS GAME
(Spring) Millie Jackson

PM NOT PERFECT (Manhatten) Grace
Jones

*Based on airplay on K—97 and WDIA

COUNTRY SINGLES*

. I CANT WIN FOR LOSIN® YOU (RCA)
Earl Thomas Conley

. STRAIGHT TO THE HEART (Warner)
Crystal Gayle

RIGHT HAND MAN (RCA) Eddy Raven

NO PLACE LIKE HOME (Warner) Randy
Travis

COME BACK AS ANOTHER WOMAN
(Capitol) Tanya Tucker

. MORNIN® RIDE (MCA) Lee Greenwood

. HOW DO I TURN YOU ON? (RCA)
Ronnie Milsap

. BABYS GOT A NEW BABY (MTM)
S.K.0.

MIDNIGHT GIRL (Columbia) Sweet—
hearts of Rodeo

FIRE IN THE SKY (Warner Bros.) The
Dirt Band

*Based on airplay on WMC—79
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ALBUM SALES

. BEASTIE BOYS (Def Jam) Licensed To
Il

. BON JOVI (Mercury) Slippery When Wet

. SHIRLEY MURRDOCK (Elektra) Shirley
Murrdock

BOSTON (MCA) Third Stage

JANET JACKSON (A&M) Control

HANK WILLIAMS, JR. (Warner Bros.)
Live

CINDERELLA (Mercury) Night Songs

ANITA BAKER (Elektra/Asylum) Rapture

HUEY LEWIS and the NEWS (Chrysalis)
Fore
LUTHER VANDROSS (Epic) Give Me
The Reason
Source: Pop Tunes South, Record Bar, Mail
of Memphis and Sound Warehouse

COLLEGE ALBUM SALES

SONIC YOUTH (SST) Evol

MINUTEMEN (SST) Ballot Results

DREAMS SO REAL (Coyote) Father‘s
House
VARIOUS ARTISTS (A—Gogo) Swamp
Surfing In Memphis

. BIG MAYBELLE (Savoy) Blues, Candy
and Big Maybelle

THE FEELIES (Coyote) The Good Earth

WHITE ANIMALS (Dread Beat) Live

PANTHER BURNS (Frenzi/New Rose)
Shake Rag

. ROBERT JOHNSON (Columbia) King
of the Delta Blues Singers

DEAD KENNEDYS (Alternative Ten—
tables) Bedtime for Democracy

Source: Rare Records
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Look for photos and story in next

month‘s Memphis Star about the

Second Annual Premier Player

Awards and the Grammy party.

The Memphis Chapter of the

National Academy of Recording Arts

and Sciences will hold its monthly

meeting on Tuesday, March 3, in the

5th floor auditorium of the Media

General building. The meeting will

be held at 5:30. For more

information call 794—8539.

NEWS FLASH

The Memphis Chapter Of

N.A.R.A.S.

Now Has A Business Line

‘You Can Call For

Information About

Membership Or

Upcoming Activities

The New Number Is

794—8539

 

 

    ~ 1}.
Memphis Star staft writer Jack Abell
was among those winning Premier
Player Awards.

 

 

NARAS

We Are

The Grammy Awards

And Much More

If You‘re Part Of

The Recording Industry . . .

We‘d like to invite you to join
the Memphis Chapter of the
National Academy of Record—
ing Arts and Sciences.

Our Active members vote for
the Grammy winners, and

voting) members we‘re helping
to create Tomorrow‘s Music —
Industry today.

 

Pyattinmanfanfoal
| Please send me more infoabout joining NARAS:

State Zip
NARAS

P.O. Box 41072 e Memphis, TN 38174—1072
(901) 454—2350

I
I
I
=

along with our Associate (non— I

I
I
I
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Star Tracks f
from page 5

Dickinson producing. (Say, isn‘t it

about time for that little old band

from Texas, ZZ Top, to show up in

town and record another album?)

Kris Kristofferson‘s first album in

six years, Repossessed, is in the racks.

Produced by Chips Moman and cut

partly at 3 Alarm, the album

contains a Kris original covered by

Bob Dylan on Knocked Out Loaded,

"They Killed Him."

—

Memphian

Tommy McLure appears on the

album and travels with Kris.

Speaking of Dylan, the Lorimar

Production film, Hearts of Fire,

starring Dylan, Fiona, and Rupert

Everett should be in the theaters
soon. Keep your ears open for the

tune "Hair of the Dog," sung by Fiona

and penned by Memphian Sam

Bryant. Hope the soundtrack sells

well

The Front consists of, front center,

ex—Target member Evan Leak, and,

from left, J.C. Roberts, Ken Blaun,

and Van Toomey, all formerly of Billy

& the Blasters.

Weather Update: Get out your

Rainmakers umbrellas. During

dates with Big Country and Berlin

the group found their namesake to be °

very real: An outdoor date at

summer‘s end in Montreal was

rained out. The band travelled the

Midwest a few weeks later, and rain

followed them from city—to—city: A

Chicago date was cancelled —— floods.

A special Octoberfest in Wisconsin ——

it rained all day except when the band

was on stage. The following week in

Houston —— the skies opened up just

after the band played. A raucous

show at the Ritz in New York —— it

cont. page 17
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Got A Band?

Need A Job?
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STAGE

INC.

MEMPHIS‘ ONLY

FULL SERVICE

ENTERTAINMENT

STAR STAGE CORPORATION With Almost

100 Years

C oear DALE G. SHIRLEY Combined Ex—
Service Enter—

tainment Corpo—

ration offering a

Complete Range

of Entertainment

Services Including:

LARRY O. McKEEKHAN III

DANIEL G. JONES

PRESTON "BUBBA" WILLIAMS

37 E. CAROLINA AVE.

MEMPHIS, TN 38103

perience in the
Entertainment

Industry, Our Staff

has, in the past,

worked with such

Artists as:

Entertainment Agency 901—526—STAR Bar-£3:
Productions OUTSIDE TENNESSEE Beach Boys

1—800—643—0016 Patti LaBelleManagement
Black Oak Arkansas

Billy Joe Royal
Bobby "Blue" Bland

Neville Bros.
DeGarmo & Key

Blood, Sweat & Tears
Conway Twitty

Records
Publishing

Promotions
Consulting
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NasinaileNews

  
 
by Bill E. Burk
 

Back in the saddle again: Gene

Autry, king of the singing cowboys

and owner of the California Angels

baseball team, is headed for the

screen again —— this time a much

smaller screen Autry and his

comedy sidekick, Pat Buttram, will

premier "Melody Ranch Theater"

April 6 on The Nashville Network.

Autry and Buttram who last worked

as a duo in 1957, will swap stories and

recall the good old days when they

made Western movies together.

After their rap session, TNN will

show an Autry movie, one of 65 he

filmed; 29 of which have never been

seen before on TV.

Dolly Parton jumping labels, RCA

to CBS, we told you in the January

issue of Memphis Star. We got that

from Dolly‘s own mouth the morning

after her early winter appearance

with Kenny Rogers at Mid—South

Coliseum. Well, she done upped and

left RCA and when CBS picked her

up recently, they gave her a lavish

party in New York. New York

football Giants Lionel Manuel, Andy

Headen and William Roberts, who

had recorded "We‘re The New York

Giants" just before the SuperBowl,

showed up to sing "Hello Dolly" at the

Big Apple bash. Also in attendance

were Grace Jones, Andy Warhol,

David Brenner and Calvin Klein.

The Judds and Patrick Duffy (alias

Bobby Ewing of "Dallas") will co—

host the Academy of Country Music
Award April 6 from Knotts Berry
Farm in California. Let‘s hope Duffy

doesn‘t stink up the place half as

much as he did at the recent
Songwriters TV special from
Nashville. Yuk!

—

Bring out Mr.
Clean!

Crystal Gayle planning to open a

crystal shop (how unique!) in fancy

Belle Meade section of Nashville this
summer. To be called Crystal‘s Fine
Gifts & Jewelry. Her duet partner,
Gary Morris, has cut some spots for

the Tennessee Department of
Tourism, to be seen soon in 46
national TV markets and on 144

Tennessee radio stations.

 

CBS—Nashville busy promoting

The O‘Kanes — Jamie O‘Hara and

Kieran Kane, two veteran Nashville

songwriters. Alabama‘s "Gonna

Have a Party" and The Judd‘s

"Grandpa" are but two of their many

works. Their current single debut is

"Oh Darlin‘ (Why Don‘t You Care for

Me No More?)." It‘s from their self—

titled LP. A

In addition to starring in Amerika, Kris

Kristofferson‘s new album, Reposses—

sed, produced by Chips Moman, has

just been released.

When Kenny Rogers won the first

annual Roy AcuffAward lastyear, ol‘

Roy forgot to show up. To make sure

that feat wasn‘t repeated this year,

the Country Music Foundation sent a

white limo out to Opryland to pick

Acuff up and deliver him right to the

head table for the award banquet

honoring Willie Nelson. "Wasn‘t my

idea," Roy said of the limo, "but I‘ll

tell you, it beats paying for parking."

Kathy Mattea touring this spring

with Ronnie Milsap, George Strait

and Randy Travis.

 

Johnny Paycheck on the comeback

trail with his Mercury LP debut,
Modern Times.

Statler Brothers now cruising

around in a luxury touring bus

designed by Harold Reid. The home—

on—wheels has six spacious bunks,

each with its own radio, reading light

and telephone. The Stas have started

LP #27 with producer Jerry

Kennedy, due out soon.

Johnny Cash‘s Mercury debut, "I‘ll

Go Somewhere and Sing My Songs

Again," due out this month. It‘s

produced by Cowboy Jack Clement,

who got his start at Sun Records in
Memphis during the golden era
there. Cash begins shooting this

month for the TV adaptation of the

John Wayne classic, "The Angel and

the Badman." Cash will recreate the
Duke‘s role.

More than 20 Grand Ole Opry stars

took part in the recent Ernest Tubb

Memorial Radiothon in Nashville to

raise money for the American Lung

Association; among them Bill

Anderson, Porter Wagoner, the

Osborne Brothers and Little Jimmy
Dickens.

Dan Seals‘ EMI America album,

"Won‘t Be Blue Anymore," certified

gold. Seals, a recent papa, has four

No. 1 hit singles in a row now. Only

Alabama and The Judds have more

consecutive chart toppers, though

Ronnie Milsap also has four. Next
month‘s Memphis Star will feature a
story on Seals.

John Schneider has written and
will star in a new movie, "Love
Songs." He‘s recording the
soundtrack tunes in Music City.

Georgette Jones, daughter of

George Jones and Tammy Wynette,

has been on the roadperforming with
Papa recently.

New Grass Revival won aGrammy
nomination in the Best Country

« Instrumental performance category
for "Seven By Seven" (see review
Memphis Star, October, 1986).
John Denver recorded a special

version of his song, "What Are We
Making Weapons For" with Soviet
superstar vocalist Alexandre
Gradsky in Moscow‘s Melodiya
Studios. Denver performed a benefit

concert in Russia recently for the
victims of Chernobyl. And speaking

of Russia, Kris Kristofferson was

there live when his role in the TV

mini—series "Amerika" was being
viewed here. *
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Wayne "Cousin Bubba" Emmons is taking his comedy career to Hollywood.

Bye — Bye Bubba!

 

by Sandy McKenna 

irst as a Church of Christ

Fpreacher, and then as an

attorney (prosecution and defense),

Memphian Wayne Emmons dealt

endlessly with sadness and tragedy.

Being a man of hope, it took him

nearly thirty years to be convinced

that one person couldn‘t change the

world. After such a long bout with

society‘s problems, it was a "natural

reaction" for him to find comfort in
humor and to bring that comfort to
others in laughter.
Enter "Cousin Bubba," the

character Emmons developed to help

folks chuckle at the iniquities of our

existence. "Cousin Bubba" is a
farmer from Ash Flat, Arkansas who
lost his land because he raised goats
and butterbeans. The two

commodities didn‘t mix too well,
though, and when his goats inevit—
ably ate his butterbeans, poor ole

"Cousin Bubba" had to move to the
city to seek his sustenance.
Unlikely as it may seem, he did

pretty well for himself amongst the
city—slickers. His simplistic view of
life‘s complexities landed him ajob at
WMC—79 as the morning DJ with
straight—man Bob McLain. Not bad
for a country bumpkin.
After routines at local comedy

clubs and encouragement from
friends and fans, Bubba decided to
give Hollywood a run for its money.
He recently attended the American
Music Awards and appeared at the
Laugh Factory on Sunset Boulevard.
He was a hit both places and won
himself a contract with one of the
most successful organizations in
Entertainment Land; Management
Three (currently handling Tony
Danza, Morgan Brittany, and Pat
McCormick, among others). Now
butterbeans are the furthest thing
from Bubba‘s mind.

cont. page 53
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generation and that makes you feel}
valid. Nowadays if you sell 8 million
recordsandIsellonly5millionthat

justfllewayltmmtheelghiteo But
ttanotmemqrdytrue” j

 

‘"Anybody can o0.d. —

that‘s easy.

It‘s a lot tougher

to deal with it (life)

and play good music."

— Joe Walsh

 

‘_ It has been some time since Walsh
‘released an album because he prefers |
not to feel compelled todeliver new
‘material on a set schedule just
«because of a contract. "I have always
‘felt one should wait until you can
\show you‘ve travelled some kind of
distance creatively," he emphasized.,
lHe has little use for much of today‘s,
, popular music, considering it mamly‘
:hype and clever packaging. "I mean,
Madonna is a merchandisingformat;
Inot at all 1mportant as a musical,
‘statement like Randy Newman or'
\ Tom Waits." |

Particularly disappointing to}
Walsh was that Bruce Springsteen
would release an expensive live
album collection "...a month before.
Christmas and pick up a quick 20,
‘million dollars, especially after hel
swore in Roumg Stone he‘d never do a]
live album ‘cuz it was a ripoff; I
remember when it (music)was an art
form — it still is but it‘s an endangered

| species as far as I‘m concerned."

Another example Walsh cited of
musicians‘ current lack of?
‘responsibility is the ‘Cause of the
Week‘ mentality in charitable
‘fundraising that has lately become
popular. He chose to deliberately
sidestep such grandiose mediaevents
as Live Aid and Hands Across
America in favor of causes he

: believes will, through continued.
‘follow—up by the organizers and chief
 banner—wavers (the musicians), wnll’
ultimately effect more realistic, long-‘
term changes. \

"I got involved in Farm Aid
because my grandfather owned a

: farm and my uncle owns a farm. It‘s
important — what if we woke up one

 

morning and there was no food,
because there were no farms?" he
said. While he believes the intent is
usually sound, musicians (and others)
who lend their support have a respon—
sibility to see that some good is
actually achieved — monies
distributec, hungry fed, policies
changed and so on.
High on Walsh‘s personal list of

priorities lately have been the Liver
Foundation (including a benefit in
Memphis October 11, see Memphis
Star November, 1986), a noted
Children‘s Hospital and a memorial
to the events which took place at Kent
State University in 1970.

"It‘s a memorial to the event," he
emphasized. "Not tothe students, not
to the National Guard, but for
everybody, because it‘s time to put all
that away." Walsh likened the Kent
State memorial to the Vietnam War
Memorial in Washington because "it
just lets everyone rest in peace. We
needed that."
As a performer thus aware of his

responsibilities Walsh also attacks
the idea of "rock and roll martyrs."
"It‘s a shame that young people are
given that impression," he said of the

live—fast, die—young glory of music
legends such as Janis Joplin, Jimi
Hendrix and Jim Morrison. "Jim
Morrison drowned in a bathtub; how
macho is that? What‘s that got to do
with anything" Anybody can o.d. —
that‘s easy. It‘s a lot tougher to deal
with it (life) and play good music."
Of his hit single from the late

seventies "Life‘s Been Good to Me"
Walsh said "I was screaming at
people to listen; that it‘s not all it‘s
cracked up to be. It was a satire. My
dream is to be the ‘Mort Sahl of rock
and roll‘ and make statements to
people. I‘m known (instead) for
playing guitar loud and well. I still
like to try and make people laugh.
And think."
Joe Walsh is a man content with

what he‘s done and with what he‘s
trying to achieve now. He describes
himself as having come full circle —
being popular and being not so
popular. So while recently not
nationally visible in terms of Top 40
hits and million dollar sales, he‘s
achieving goals that are realistic and
valid to him. Besides, he added with
a grin, "I don‘t want to be any more
famous. It‘s a pain in the neck." x

 

 

 

Joe "I don‘t want to be any more famous" Walsh with Memphian David
Cochran at Alfred‘s on Beale February 7.
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OPERA MEMPHIS

PRESENTS

  
 

by Cathy James
 

The Music Department at

Memphis State University will

present numerous events in Harris

Music Auditorium this month. Some

of the highlights will be, the College

 

MARCH 12 and 14, 1987 of Wooster Scot Symphonic Band on
& Sunday, March 8 at 8:00 p.m. The

8:00 P.M. — The orpheum University Orchestra of MSU will
A F f present Beethoven‘s Pastoral

Featuring English-Surtltles, Symphony on Monday, March 9 at

World Class Singers, 8:00 p.m. Clarinetist J. David Harris
and the Memphis Symphony Orchestra! of Louisiana State University will  present a recital on Monday, March

23 at 8:00 p.m. "Viola Madness" will
ORDER YOUR TICKETS NOWl strike MSU on Tuesday, March 24 at

8:00 p.m. The MSU organ students f
will present a Buxtehude Birthday

454_3975 Bash at the Church of the Holy
Q Trinity, 3749 Kimball, on Saturday,

March 28 at 3:00 p.m. The Beethoven
Club will present pianist Jose‘

5 I i Feghale in Harris Auditorium on
 

Sunday, March 29 at 8:00 p.m.
* 3 Starting off the month of March

TV Worth Watchmg will be a couple of jazz events on
Thursday and Friday, March 5 & 6.

   

 
 

  

 

M A R C H (At press time specifics on these
events were not available.)
The College of Wooster Scot

Sat. 7th A TRIBUTE TO COUNTRY GREATNESS 8 p.m. Symphonic Band that will be here on

Sat. 7th ARLO GUTHRIE 10 p.m. March 8, is composed of 80 musicians
representing all areas of the College

Sun. 8th LUCIANO PAVAROTTI (mostly non—music majors). Clad in
IN MADISON SQUARE GARDEN 4 p.m. Dress MacLeod tartan kilts, this

£ colorful musical group from Ohio
Mon. 9th OF THEE WE SING 8 F-m- features a Bagpipe and Drum Corps

Mon. 9th AUSTIN CITY LIMITS SPECIAL 3718 Hlfillang Danfirs. y 5. in
n onday, arc y e

with JOHNNY CASH 9. 09). University Orchestra, under the
Wed. 11th LAWRENCE WELK 8 p.m. direction of Don Freund, will present

Beethoven‘s Pastoral Symphony and
Thurs. 12th LUCIANO PAVAROTTI IN VIENNA 8 p.m. Manuel de Fallas Dances from

Sat. 14th COUNTRY MUSIC LEGENDS 7 p.m. "Three Cornered Hat" Concerto with
4 String Division Concerto Contest

Sun. 15th IRVING BERLIN‘S AMERICA 4:30 p.m. Winner. On Thursday, March 12,
f there will be a "Music in our Schools"

Sat. 21st MANCINI AND FRIENDS 8:30 p.m. concert featuring. Memphis. high

Sat. 21st CELEBRATING A JAZZ MASTER: school performers. This will be free.

THELONIOUS MONK 10:30 p.m. § _| On Friday, March 13, there will be a
a Visiting Artist concert featuring

double bassist Richard Hartshorne.
WKND ;TV On Monday, March 23, clarinetist

J. David. Harris will present a
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Visiting Artist concert. Mr. Harris is

a native of Chattanooga and was a

student of Robert Marcellus, former

principal clarinetist of the Cleveland

Orchestra.

Mr. Harris‘ program wil consist of

Carl Maria von Weber‘s Grand Duo

Concertant, Opus 48; Alban Berg‘s

Vier Stucke fur Klarinette und

Klavier, Opus 5; ‘and Johannes

Brahms‘ Sonate in E Flat Major,

Opus 120 No. 2.

Debra Moree, director of MSU‘"s

"Viola Madness" has informed me

that there may be some serious pieces

this year as opposed to all silly stuff

performed at the concert. Whatever

the pieces may be, the "Madness" will

take place at 8:00 p.m. on March 24

and will be free.

Guitarist John Stover will present

a faculty recital on Wednesday,

March 25. The March 26 concert that

was to feature Julian Ross and Debra

Moree‘s student has been cancelled.

On Saturday, March 28, the MSU

organ students will. present a

Buxtehude Birthday Bash. Dietrich

Buxtehude was an important

German composer whom J.S. Bach

walked 200 miles to hear. This year

marks the 350th birthday of this

great master.

To end the month, the Beethoven

Club will present pianist Jose‘

Feghale in a concert in Harris Audi—

torium at 8:00 p.m. On June 2, 1985,

Feghale was awarded the coveted

Gold Medal at the Seventh Van

Cliburn International Piano Compe—

tition.

Born in Brazil in 1961, he gave his

first public performance at the age of

five and appeared with the Brazilian

Symphony Orchestra three years

later.

His program for the concert will

consist of: Mozart‘s Sonata in D

Major, K. 311; Beethoven‘s Sonata in

F Minor, Opus 57; Debussy‘s L‘Isle

Joyeuse; and Chopin‘s Ballade No. 3

in A—flat Major, Opus 47 and

Andante Spianato and Grande

Polonaise, Opus 22.

This wraps up another entertain—

ing month for us; we hope to see you at

some of these events. Be sure to

phone our 24—hour concert informa—

tion line for further information or

confirmation of an event. The

number is 454—3766. See you next

month! *  

 

 

Star Tracks Carl Perkins, still riding the
from page 11 fame brought to him on his "Blue

Suede Shoes," is moving his Carl
rained all day and positively poured Perkins Museum to Memphis

the night of the show. It rained every Perking museum, lone located

day in each city of a month—long in Casey. Jones Vyillagg in his
European tour. We‘re not kidding. native. Jackson. Tenn... will be

Be looking for Steve, Bob, Rich and located in the, new éraceland
1131“ zigenAlthey CDS for Kansas]; shopping complex across the

arch 5. Also see our interview wit s »
Bob (Walkenhorst) in the January street from Elvis Presley‘s home.

Memphis Star. The switch has not been an—
* nounced to the public yet.

BAND NEWS AND RUMORS: One of the key attractions in
The haze fades on the movie project Perkins‘ museum is the brown
involving Secret Fantacee. The film paper sack on which Perkins
is titled Justic through Revenge and scribbled the lyrics to "Blue Suede
the band has two songs slated for the Shoes," the most—played song in
soundtrack and a promise of bit parts history, according to NARAS
for all the band members. They also studies.

cont. page 52    

 
Jason D. Williams cutting the wedding cake with his bride, the former Lynn
Hammond, at the Peabody following their marriage on Valentines Day.

pirate by Jim Courtney
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RAFFI — Pop Star In Fuzzy Slippers

 

by Tony Jones 

ennifer Harvey forgave after a

moment and decided to answer

the reporter‘s dumb curiosity.

Originally, the question she was

asked was intended for her two—year

old sister Jill, but Jill was too happily

reposed upon the carpet admiring

the pink stockings on her legs to be

bothered. Jennifer is seven, so the

suddenly redirected query reached

her in a tone maudlin for her ad—

vanced years.

"Who is this guy?" the incredulous

glance she flashed to her mother

asked. Then, with Mom‘s urging,

Jennifer answered that she liked

everything about Raffi.

"Raffi is like Christmas," she

smiled while climbing the stairway

bannister so she could gaze without

obstruction at her beloved trouba—

dour. Like millions of other children

on this continent she‘s absolutely

starstruck by the thirty—eight—year—

old singer‘s wit and charm. He is the

superstar of children‘s music, with

six gold and platinum albums to his

credit. His innocent constituency has

built for him a strong career in the
«

real world. Being a pseudo—

godfather to so many kids can be a

weary job, he confesses.

"Frankly, I must say that I‘m

homesick for Toronto, have been for

the last two days," he says. "We‘ve

been touring all fall, with two breaks.

I had a really bad throat for about

three, four gigs and it really makes

you feel vulnerable, you know?"

(The Memphis stop on the tour was a

last minute addition to his schedule.)

"But it‘s been real good. We‘ve

played to packed crowds everywhere

and I‘ve just loved it. The kids have

been really enthusiastic, we‘ve really

had a ball all the way."

The only advertisement a Raffi

performance needs is one announce—

ment of date and the location of

tickets. His manager Glenn Sernyk

says next time out he will be seeking

larger venues to handle the demand,

especially since they plan to bring the

band next time.

So far, his success has been by word

of mouth, but he‘s become so popular

now that machinery must handle his

output. This month Raffi is to enter

his studio to begin recording what

will assuredly be his biggest album to

date. To his already leaping success

an appearance last year on the

Disney cable network added huge

bounds. A&M Records has bought

the distribution contract of his

Troubadour Records label, subse—

quently the same P.R. company that

handles Journey and Van Halen now

handles Raffi‘s public relations. His

song, "Baby Beluga" was expanded

into a book because of the great

demand its joyful lesson created.

For Raffi, it has been a quiet, rock

solid success. And though he lost his

last name along the way, he says it‘s

been a wonderful trek from the

"Greenwich Village" mood of his first

strummings. @

"When I first started twelve years

ago, it was at the request of my
mother—in—law. She knew that I sang

in coffeehouses, so she asked me to

come sing at the nursery school

where she worked. I asked my wife

Debi what I should do. You know, I

didn‘t know anything about kinds

then. Debi works with them, so she

told me to just go in and be myself; no

tricks, no cute stuff. Just do songs

that they know.

"So I learned songs like "Incie

Wincie Spider," "Baa Baa Black

Sheep" and of course "Twinkle,

Twinkle Little Star." It really went

over well. So from then on the idea

was not to be cute or a character.

We feel that good music for children

should be about things that are real

in a child‘s life, what they can under—
stand. There‘s no reason for you to

sing in a super—sweet voice, and

there‘s no reason why an adult

shouldn‘t enjoy the music also. That

way the parents listen with their

children, and that‘s most important

to me.

"I sing about animals, because kids

love animals; any kind of food; humor

—— things that they enjoy and like to

sing about. Kids love to sing, they‘re

natural at it when they‘re happy." °

Accepting graciously a compli—

ment praising the imagery of his tune

"Riding In A Plane" (chocolate—

colored farms), he begins to discuss

content more thoroughly, telling of

the education he‘s gained from his

audiences. "We try to choose songs

that work on a number of levels.

Like "Apples and Bananas," for

instance. Older kids understand that

it‘s funny because it‘s a play on

vowels. Younger ones, who have no

idea of vowels, they just laugh
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because it sounds funny to them. My

focus is on three to seven years old

and I make sure that they can enjoy it
on their own level."

A&M mailed two Raffi albums to

us. More Singable Songs and One

Light, One Sun. Both surprised me

greatly . As he said, the music doesn‘t

make you run from the room. He and

collaborator Ken Whitely construct

and adapt arrangements that make

his songs young in effect, but far from

juvenile in execution. It‘s just plain,

good music. "You Have To Sing

When The Spirit Says Sing" begs for

an adaptation by a black gospel choir.

He and his wife chose the tunes for

More Singable Songs, a collage of tra—

ditional, folk (including a Brazilian

and a French selection), songs well

spiced with originals. "Junior

Ragtime" is a surprising bit of baby

jump—jazz ‘composed by Raffi and

Whitely that has to be a hit at kiddie

parties, as should be the video A&M

has made available to the general
public.

In performance Raffi works with

an acoustic guitar or with a full band.

When recording he goes through

the trials of any recording artist to

achieve his simple, yet sparkling

results. "I‘ve gotten the new arrange—

ments for the next album together in

my head. See it‘s one thing if you

work in one style, like if you‘re an

R&B artist, or a gospel artist, orpop;

basically it‘s one style. On one of my

records we go from folk to country to

calypso to this to that. Each song has

to be meticulously mapped," the

process has taught him. He laughs,

"I‘ve always maintained that it‘s

harder for me to make a record than

cont. page 23
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Memphis" Best REAL Sound Company
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Ken Zimmerman Brings Shakespeare

To Playhouse On The Square

r=

 

"Dear old William Shakespeare does sometimes go around his elbow to get to

his finger...and so I‘ve trimmed some of that out."— Ken Zimmerman

 

by Chery! Denise Wolder
 

any people remember Ken

MZimmerman from the
infamous production ofHair

that was produced at Memphis State
University in the ‘60‘s. Nowadays
Zimmerman is known as the Artistic
Director for Playhouse on the
Square.

He is currently in rehearsal,
directing his fourth production this
season, Hamlet, which runs
February 27 through April 5. Al—
ready this season, he‘s acted the role
of Zach‘ in A Chorus Line and
directed Playhouse‘s highly
accliamed versions ofA Raisin in the
Sun, Peter Pan, and Auntie Mame.

Zimmerman approaches any play
he‘s going to direct by first "reading
it a lot." He tries to find "a through
line to it, the spine, the superobjec—
tive." At Playhouse, another main
point in selection of a play is keeping
in mind "the pool of talent" available
to cast each production. Then, as he
reads it, he keeps in mind the sort of

photo by Mike Malone

production he might like to direct;
sometimes this requires some
editing.
To Zimmerman, once a play—

wright‘s play, even Shakespeare‘s,
leaves his desk, "it‘s gone, it‘s mine
then, and as long as I don‘t mess
around with the integrity of the
play...I can do anything inside it that
fits my production. For Hamlet,
Zimmerman simply wants to tell the
story of a man seeking the truth. But,
he adds wistfully, "I don‘t know
whether it‘s unfortunate or not that
Hamlet comes as the fourth of four
plays I‘ve directed (this season), but
that‘s had some effect on my
approach; I didn‘t try to do anything
new with it...It‘s a very powerful
play,...so why not let the play do it for
you? Why put it 200 years in the
future? That‘s artistic masturbation;
self—indulgent drivel, I think ——— it
doesn‘t have anything to do with the
play."
Zimmerman‘s feelings about his

work have always been intense,
sparked by his early interest in
performing. "As long as I can
remember," he says, "I‘ve been

interested in performing and in
entertainment...I really don‘t know
where it came from; it‘s just been
there."

In Union City, where Zimmerman
was born and raised, there wasn‘t
much of a chance to perform due to a
scarcity of school plays and the like,
but still, the desire persisted. One
avenue that appealed to him was
dance. "There was a man (Otis
Smith) who drove from Memphis
every Saturday and gave dancing
lessons at the VFW," and naturally,
Zimmerman took tap and ballet from
him. Later, Zimmerman discovered
a coincidence concerning Mr. Smith
that shook him when he found it out,
that at the same time he was taking
dance lessons from him in Union
City, Jackie Nichols (Executive
Director/Producer of Playhouse)was
taking lessons from him in Memphis
(Mr. Smith is also teaching Nichols‘
daughter to dance).

Even at that tender age, he was not
immune to the ups and downs ofshow
biz. "My first showbiz heartbreak,"
he relates, "was...one of those (dance)
recitals." He was pretty good, he
recalls, and was cast as Peter Pan,
because he says, "I was one of two or
three boys taking dance lessons." The
teacher‘s daughter was dancing
Tinkerbell and the Mother‘s
Auxiliary leader‘s daughter was
dancing Wendy. "So," he explains,
"we had our recital and it was all very
wonderful, we were all very grand.
And then we went to a little town

even smaller than Union City...to fill
out their dance recital. Between the
time we‘d had our dance recital and
the time...we got to the other little
town...Wendy and Tinkerbell had
gotten new costumes that GLOWED
in the dark. And so they turned all
the lights out during one part of the
dance, and I, as Peter Pan, just
disappeared, and they were glowing —
broke my heart." Why didn‘t Peter
Pan have a glow—in—the—dark
costume? "Because his mother
wasn‘t the head of the Mother‘s
Auxiliary."

He doesn‘t dance anymore because
around sixth grade, his interests
began to broaden, searching for
whatever outlet for performing he
could find. When he went to college,
he majored in theatre, first at
Murray State College, then at
Memphis State University, the same
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time Jerry Chipman was there. It

was at Memphis State Zimmerman

met Nichols, who was a few years his

junior. Around this time, Nichols

started Circuit Playhouse, which

moved around until settling for a

while at "the old Walker Street

place." It was there, Zimmerman

says, he directed his graduate thesis

production of "Boys in the Band."

Directing, he feels, is a natural
evolution for an actor. He still likes to
perform, but "as it turns out, I‘ve
done mostly directing the last few

years." —He learned the art of
direction, what to do and what not to
do, from other directors he‘s worked
with. Zimmerman acted under Keith
Kennedy, who was a great influence
on him. Along with Jerry Chipman,
Zimmerman was in the first
production Kennedy directed in
Memphis, "The Fire Bugs." Then
came a starring role in the summer
production of "Stop the World, I
Want to Get Off." He was later Don
Quixote in "Man of La Mancha,"
which also starred Sherry Mathis of
"Search For Tomorrow" fame.

Zimmerman approaches an acting
role with the basics in mind: dis—
covering where the character fits
into the play, what his relationships
are with the other characters, script
work to find out what the seript says
about him, what he does, and what
the other characters say about him.
The rehearsal process follows, a
really important time for discovering
one‘s character, relying on the
director to provide clues as to
performance.

He "splits the difference" between
the —"internal" and. "external"
approaches to acting that well—
intentioned misinterpreters of
Stanislavsky have promoted
throughout the years, but which have
some merit if used along with a basic
understanding of acting. "It
depends," he explains, "upon the
nature of the character as to whether
you really have to DRAG it from
yourself (internal) or whether you
can just ‘tack it on‘ (external) and let
it be there." There is nothing wrong
with the second approach,
Zimmerman feels, as long as you can
"do that and be convincing and create
a real person...If you take on the
facade of a character, you‘re still
inside; you can deny yourself and just

cont. page 22
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Jeffrey Posson‘s version of The
Hitchiker runs from March 20—29 at
Rhodes College‘s McCoy Theatre.

 
by Tim Sewell

ctor and director Jeffrey
APosson is currently directing

a production at the McCoy
Theater at Rhodes College. The play
is The Hitchiker, and will run from
March 20 — 29 with just a few days off.
Set in Mississippi in 1939, it is based
on the work of Eudora Welty and
written by Larry Ketron. While not
remarkable in and of itself, the fact
that Posson is working in theater at
all is almost miraculous.

In 1984, Posson was doing Mark
Twain at the Roundhouse Theater in
Silver Springs, Maryland. The show
had already run for ten nights and
everything seemed to be going
smoothly. Then late one Saturday
afternoon, the show, as well as
Posson‘s career, came to an abrupt
halt.
Posson was takmg a shower,

getting ready for the Saturday night

show, when his head suddenly

exploded in pain.

"I turned off the shower, stumbled
to the bed, and tried to call my wife

 

downstairs. It seemed like hours
before she came," he said.
Posson was immediately rushed to

the George Washington Hospital
where doctors discovered an
aneurysm near his brain. He spent
the next 18 hours in the operating
room and the next five months in the
hospital. He has no memory
whatsoever of the months
immediately following the surgery.
"Everyone thought I was fine, but I

don‘t remember anything after the
operation for three months," he said.

Posson was left partially paralyzed
by the aneurysm and was unable to
speak clearly. He was mad, hurt, and
very discouraged.

"I could hear a little voice telling
me that I‘d make a comeback, but
there was also a bigger voice that
said, "You‘re screwed.‘ "
Posson had already been involved

in theater for about 18 years. While
still in high school in New Hamp—
shire, he had been elected president
of his high school drama group,
Masque. By the end of that year,
Masque had raised $28,000 and had
started putting money back into the
school.

"Then, when people started coming
to the shows, I knew my fate — acting
and directing," he said. _
After high school, Posson attended

the University ofNew Hampshire for
less than two years. He never did
receive a formal degree; but
according to him, that has never been
a setback.
"My degree is in experience and

doesn‘t that help!" he said.

By the time he suffered the
aneurysm in 1984, Posson‘s
experience already included a wide
range of activities all directly related
to the theater. He had worked as an
actor, director, instructor, and ad—
ministrator. His career had taken
him all over the United States as well
as to Great Britain. He had built a
professional career for himself as
well as a hard—earned and well—
deserved reputation.
Although the aneurysm took a part

of Posson‘s life that he can never
regain, it gave him something as well
— a new inner strength and the deter—
mination to build his life anew.

"It took a lump from my life and I
could do nothing, but now — thank
God, thank God!"

1 _cont. page 22
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Ken Zimmerman

from page 21

be that character...Most actors would

probably say that they use. a

combination of those feelings and let

them come out that way. Sometimes,

you just tack them on and say, "OK,

here‘s where I cry, or here‘s where I

laugh, or where he laughs or cries."

To illustrate the difference

between the two techniques,

a Laurence Olivier story comes to

mind. They were making"Marathon

Man‘‘ in New York, says

Zimmerman, and were getting ready

to film the scene where Olivier‘s den—

tist caharacter is getting ready to

drill Dustin Hoffman‘s teeth, with—

out the use of pain killers as you may

recall. "They got to the set that day

and Hoffman came in and his eyes

were dark, he looked awful. He said

he‘d forced himself not to sleep or eat

for three days and he‘d been heavily

exercising —— he really wanted to run

himself down to get this certain

(effect) and Olivier looked at him and

said, ‘Well, I don‘t understand, old

chap, why don‘t you just ACT it?" "

Overall, however, Zimmerman

insists that his acting philosophy is

"Learn your lines, don‘t bump into

the furniture, pick up your paycheck

Tuesday." a

Putting philosophy into action,

that‘s the director‘s job. After

choosing a play to direct and after all

the preliminary work is done, and the

set, lighting and costume designers

are at work, it‘s time to cast. In

casting, he looks for a confidence,

"not necessarily in the reading but in

‘themselves." A sense of humor is

important because, he says, "I don‘t

want to be working with a bunch

of...dull people. This is five, six weeks

out of my life that‘s pretty important

to me, so why do I want to spend it

with people who are bleak?" He also

looks for (in casting "Hamlet," an

‘ability to handle ‘evelated language‘,

. those with that elusive ability include

Rick Delaney as Hamlet, Buck Clark

as King Claudius, Pat Clark as

Gertrude, and Bates Brooks as

Ophelia.)

In <the rehearsal process,

Zimmerman considers himself

patient, though at times harshness is

necessary. "A director wears many

hats. He has to be the authoritarian,

and then he‘s got to be everybody‘s

good ole UnclesKenny. It‘s trying to

maintain a balance." He knows what

he wants from his actors and he lets

them "find a way of getting there."

He feels that some decisions about

character are strictly actors‘

decisions, with which he doesn‘t feel

it‘s right to interfere, but sometimes

he has to say no to a choice an actor‘s

made because "it messes around with

the direction of the play."

But he tries "not to be so

prescriptive that...it hampers (the

actor‘s) creativity." Another factor in

the Playhouse arrangement is that he

"doesn‘t stop directing once the show

goes up because a lot of times the

show‘s not ready. We‘re on a

deadline; we gotta go, but there are

still some things that can improve.

So I continue to give notes for the first

few days. After that, unless

something goes really haywire, I bow

out."

With "Hamlet," the upcoming

show at Playhouse, Zimmerman has

spent a lot of time working with the

text, "trying to cut it to a palatable

length for the matinee shows, if

nothing else, but also...audiences in

gest can‘t sit for 3 1/2, 4 hours." So

how long will it run? "About...3 1/2, 4

hours," he ‘deadpans.

Actually, Zimmerman is hoping

for a 2 1/2 hour running time by

eliminating certain chunks of scenes.

Fortinbras isn‘t even mentioned in

the play now —— "There is no ‘war—like

state"." And, with none of the

religious regard for him that‘s so

common, Zimmerman says, "Dear

old Wiiliam Shakespeare does some—

times go around his elbow to get to his

finger . . . and so I‘ve trimmed

some of that out...I‘ve modernized

some words...to make them more

accessible to a modern audience ——

who knows what a ‘fardel‘ is? Eighth

graders are going to laugh at that, so

why not make it more accessible

rather than talking down to them?"

After Hamlet and after his

semester of teaching "Intro to

Theatre" at MSU is done and the

grades are in, Zimmerman is going to

visit some friends in Hawaii. But one

might ponder whether he‘ll be able to

"turn off" being a director after such

an intense run at Playhouse. It‘s

possible that he‘ll go to the pilot of the

plane and say, "When you make those

announcements, you should try to

lower your pitch a little. It would

make us feel more comfortable." *  

Jeffrey Posson

f from page 21

During his recovery, Posson has

had to learn to speak all over again.

He admitted that he still makes

mistakes and that he is still learning.

He emphasized the fact that he has

had to "practice, practice, practice"

to get as far as he has.

For quite some time Posson was

confined to a wheelchair. Then, the

doctors felt that he was ready for a

cane. Posson, however, felt that he

was ready for better things.

"I promptly threw the cane away.

Then I just started walking,

stumbling I should say."

Posson‘s right arm had also been

affected by the aneurysm. It was

useless and had no feeling. Now, he

proudly raises it to his shoulder.

"It‘s a slow process, but it‘s all

coming back," he said.

Once he felt ready to return to the

stage, Posson went to work with the

Barnstormers Theatre in Tamworth,

New Hampshire. He was the mayor

of 19th century Paris in the riotous

comedy, Lulu, and the judge in The

Caine Mutiny. From there, he was

able to rebuild his career and his life.

Posson is only 36 now, but he has

squeezed a lot of living into those

years. He has appeared in 39 plays,

including Our Town, Hamlet, Mark

Twain Sketches, Cyrano de Bergerac,

A Christmas Carol, and Tobacco

Road. He has directed 33 plays.

These include: A Clockworth Orange,

Oedipus Rex, The Canterbury Tales,

Lil Abner, and Hair.

Besides theatre, Posson has also

done some work in film. He had two

roles on the CBS—TV series, The

Mississippi, and he has appeared in

several cable productions.

Since 1978, Posson has been the

artist—in—residence in the Memphis

State University Department of

Theater and Communication Arts.

This will be his final year at Memphis

State. So, where does he go from

here?

"Lots of places. Anywhere there‘s a

theater, or anywhere that will

support a theater."

Because of his many accom—

plishments in the past, Posson is very

optimistic about his future.

"I‘ve come a long way, and I‘ll get
better still." *
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Raffi

from page 19

for your normal artist. At least I
think so."

His own favorite artist is "Stevie

Wonder, because of the love that he

shares with his listeners. I want to

think of my own work in that way.

God, wouldn‘t I love to have him sing

and play harmonica on one of my
records."

After his performances Raffi

meets with his audience for a

personal visit. "All that want to stay.

It‘s amazing. You know how hard it

is to keep kids interested and calm

and after a show they stand in line

and behave beautifully. We just talk

about whatever they want to talk

about. You‘d be utterly amazed.

One question that still strikes me

funny is, ‘How did you get off my
record?"

In meeting his audience he‘s come

to respect their vision of life. "Kids

have their own integrity, their own

dignity. Sure, they‘re cute, but that‘s

not all they are. They‘re whole

people. My wife impressed that on

me and I‘ve come to appreciate it

more and more.

"I think because we are much more

open with the adult subjects we

discuss; things have become much

more open on television; rock music

has become more graphic in its

lyricism and the videos that kids see

on t.v. So, yes, I agree that the adult

world is intruding too much into the

life of a child. If a child isn‘t some—

what protected today, then the world

encroaches upon a child much more

than it used too," he‘s learned from

the discussions with his audience. He

sounds sad as he explores what he‘s

seen. "For me to know that there are

six and seven year olds watching a

steady diet of MTV for me is quite

shocking. That isn‘t meant for young
children. I thought a childhood was

supposed to be a time of innocence

and in too many ways I see that

innocence threatened by this present
day world."

He and his wife don‘t yet have any

kids. "But if I did I‘d be quite pro—

tective of their education (by society).

I mean, some of these people that you

see on television, you wouldn‘t allow

them in your home, but they‘re

invited in through the medium (of

television). What are we doing to our
children?" x
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—THE WHITE ANIMALS —

"Every Generation

Has A Dream"

 

 by Joanna Dame

n 1979 Kevin Gray was going to

become a doctor and a "respon—

sible citizen." Then he met rock

and roll songwriter/bass player
Steve Boyd, med school was on hold
and the White Animals were born.
"Rock and roll is for kids and you‘re

young once," Gray realized. "You can .
be a doctor when you‘re fifty, but you
can‘t be a rock and roller." And he

wants to be a musician while he‘s still

got his hair. f

What he and the other White

_ Animals — Tim Coats, "Dreadmaster"

keyboardist, Rich Parks, lead guitar,

and Ray Crabtree on drums — have
become is one of the most popular
bands on the underground circuit.

— Based in Nashville they have made
their way into the hearts of young
adults throughout the Southeast and
are now rocking clubs throughout
Arizona, Los Angeles, New York and
Washington, D.C.
They are a hit everywhere they go.

Steve Boyd couldn‘t believe that
every band didn‘t do as well as they
did. "I would go and talk to another
musician in another band that I
thought was great and find out that
he had to work at Kroger to keep his
rent up so he could also play in a
bang. That was always a big shock to
me.

It is their music that has created
their fan appeal. The passion and
energy of a White Animals show is
contagious. When everyone around is
inspired by the music and dancing to
it, you can‘t help but pick up your feet
and join right in. Kevin Gray likes to
think that people will be uplifted a bit
by the show. %
Although they have four LPs to

their credit — Lost Weekend, Eestacy,
White Animals Live and White
Animals — they have gained their
large following without being signed
to a major record label. Despite their
popularity, the White Animals lack a
special uniqueness in image or sound.
No glitz or gldmour, no weird hair

  

cuts; they are basically a back—to—the—
roots rock and roll classic.
Although they appreciate all kinds

of music, the band has found their
true influences to be Elvis and the
Beatles. This is evident in their 60‘s
type rock and roll, with a touch of
reggae to make it distinctive and just
enough keyboards to make it pop
rock. "The band was designed to
become a popular, famous and/or
notorious group," assures Kevin.
They had always hoped to be
successful and it was that drive that
has given them the popularity they
have now.

Nashville where they played every
Friday and Saturday night for an
entire summer. "Initially we played
for fraternity parties because they
paid good money and we could go and
play Beatle‘s songs and Rolling Stone
songs and get paid enough money
that we could just be in the band,
rehearse, and put our own records
out."

It is difficult to explain exactly
why or how the band is different and
why they attract so many people.
Now the band is being told that they
were two years ahead of their time
with Ecstasy (released in 1984). That
sound is very popular now, but when
Eestasy was released, heavy metal
was in. Gray notes that it is ironic
that Ecstasy is selling more now than
it did when it first came out. "The
hottest thing in music is home—grown
American guitar band passion type
groups which is exactly what we have
been all this time." Timing is
obviously the major factor behind not
signing a major label contract. The
White Animals have made it this far
 

\ t

The White Animals are, from left, Kevin Gray, Ray Crabtree, Tim Coats, Ste
Boyd and Rich Parks.

From the beginning, the band had
the support they needed from their
families. Kevin Gray‘s father, a
lawyer, even handled the bands‘ legal
matters. Armed with an old station
wagon and a trailer latched on the
rear, the White Animals were ready
to conquer the club seene. The band
members had a "battle ery of ‘no day
jobs‘," according to Kevin, in an effort
to devote all their time to playing.
The White Animals started as a
house band for Cantrell‘s in

  

 

ve

without them anyway. In an
underground sense, the band is as
well known as many popular rock

bands.
The White Animals currently have

a new album called White Animals
Live!, and it captures the band at
their best. They are starting studio
work on another album which should
be out near May 1. Very few, if any,
of the new songs will be heard live
before the album is released. It will
be all new tunes! The possibilities
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vary as to the details of their plans
after this next album. They may stop
touring and just make records.
Maybe a monthly show or so, but
their main concern now is to
maximize the growth of the group.

One problem the band has is that a
lot oftheir audience that really enjoys
live performances are the younger

college crowds. And the clubs make
money on liquor. The group
occassionally play all—age shows, but
that is only a start to remedy the

problem. Bars should be designed to

accommodate both the legal drinkers

and those under twenty—one. Steve

Boyd adds, "liquor and music don‘t

necessarily go hand in hand."

 

 

 

"The hottest thing

in music is home—grown

American guitar band

passion type groups

which is what we have

been all this time."

— Kevin Gray

 

For the past four years, the White |

Animals have been touring

constantly. Sure it got tiring, but
they were never bored. "People you

haven‘t seen in eight months want to
take you to their homes and put you
up or they have a party for you," said
Kevin Gray. "The drudgery never
gets to build up ‘cause we‘ve been so
well received. You get to a place and
you‘ve got friends there that are
excited about the show, they like the
new album, they support you."
Mutual friendship and dreams

have kept them together; it is much
more than just ambition. The band
has stood by their values and worked
their way to the top of the
underground circuit. Kevin Gray
says that "every generation has their
dreams, and being a rock and roll
musician is one of the great dreams."
Their dreams are coming true and
the White Animals have begun:

"Don‘t care what people say

Don‘t care if I dance my life
away

Dress cool, blow some minds
Ha! I‘m the restless kind."

— from "Don‘t Care"
*

 

  

    

       

 

 

Delbert McClinton brought his special brand of Ft. Worth rhythm and

blues to the Bombay Bicycle Club, February 16, for a rousing "get ‘em

outta their seats" show. His cowbell was in as good a shape as his
wonderful gravelly voice.

Backing him and not missing a beat were, from left, John Inmon, Terry

McBride, Don Wise and, partially hidden, Marc Briethaupt. Not pictured
are Mike Duke, keyboards and Roddy Collena on drums.
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FASHIONBREAK —

_ Ready For The Town

 

d I\d

 
 

Whatever you‘re waiting for, this casual aqua—green sweater dress by

Sarah Taylor is perfect. Dress it up with heels and lacy anklets and

you‘re ready to go.

   

     

 

 

You‘re ready for new frontiers in a

side—tied blue chambray skirt. Top

it off with a white chambray blouse

by Biztango accented with rhine—

stones. Available at Merry—Go—

Round.  

    

The favorite

stand—by button—down
shirt gets electrified in gold lame

by Mahadi.
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Ready for anything in black denim

jeans by Jordache topped with

Hanes‘ classic white T. Add a

leather bomber jacket in case the

going gets rough and hit the

streets!

Black leather accessories accent

this black and green striped

sweater dress. Ribbed and

cropped for a lean, leggy look.

Available at Merry—Go—Round.

Fashion Photographer: Kelly K. Craig
Models: Mary Ann Fox, Michelle Ramage

Victoria Morrow and Randall Moore
Shot Downtown Memphis
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EXPERT REPAIRS — HAND—MADE GUITARS
. WE STOCK CUSTOM PARTS, NECKS AND BODIES FROM
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7A9"§47
and Electronics i

for Guitars and Basses 1153 Union at 1—240 Open
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A UNIQUE BOUTIQUE FOR WOMEN AND MEN

2075 Madison

(901) 276—2216

Mon.—Thurs. 10—6;

Fri. & Sat. 10—7

    

New Spring Fashions Arriving Daily!
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by Tim Butler
 

t‘s not just anybody who gets

their first ever single re—mixed by John

"Jellybean" Benitez. Yet, this is exactly

what will happen with Memphis singer
Ella Brooks.

Perhaps best known for his work with
Madonna‘s early smash hits, Benitez is a
master mixer par excellence. To have
him work on any record, new or old, is

quite a coup! "He‘s very selective about
the projects he does and the things he

lends his name to. So, it‘s a real feather
in Ella‘s cap to have that," says William
Bearden, director of publishing for New

— Memphis Music, Inc.

But, whois this Ella Brooks? And, how
has all of this come about? Ella is a 26

year old native of Memphis and the
daughter of Juanita and J.W. Brooks.

Like countless other great Black singers,
she traces her roots to the church, where

she began singing at about age 12. About
a year ago, Ella returned to Memphis to
continue her music career after a stint in
Los Angeles. L.A. didn‘t meet with her
expectations (although she did a lot of

studio work there).

She began playing glgs around town. At
the Cotton Club, on South Parkway, she
caught theattention of Dwayne Thomas.
He was so impressed with her powerful

rendition of a Jennifer Holiday standard,
"Let Me Wait," that he suggested she

meet producer/arranger Niko Lyras (of
Cotton row Recording). Niko arranged

for her to record with "The Syndicate," a
loose collection of studio musicians (see
Memphis Star, December 1985). On the

demo that resulted were James Robertson
on drums, Dwayne Thomas on bass,

TommyPriakos and Marvell Thomas on
keyboards and Niko on guitar.

When Dick Williams, former head
promotions person for EMI, was in town

last fall scouting new talent he came
across the demo Ella and Niko made.

At a meeting, he pulled Niko aside and
told him he believed they had a hit on
their hands with "It‘s Easy When You‘re
On Fire." Around Christmas Williams
called Lyras with the news that he had
left EMI to start a new label and was
very much interested in signing Ella.

That new label was Quantum Records, a
subsidiary of MCA Records, started by
Robert Pittman (of MTV fame) in
association with Les Garland and Dick
Williams. All three came here to see her
in a performance environment (a quickly
pulled together session at Rum Boogie),
liked what they saw and consequently,
signed her to their label.

As Bearden sees it, "We‘re very flattered
to have an artist on their label because we
feel these people are the real path—
finders . .. they‘re cutting some new
terrltoryin the field of music.‘
Apparently, Quantum Records feels Just
as flattered. The contract calls for an
option to release eight consecutive
albums. For a new (unknown) artist this
is quite amazing.

Ella‘s first single, "It‘s Easy When You‘re
On Fire," (promising to be an absolute,
R&B—dance floor smash) will be released
in late March as a 12—inch. And, with
Jellybean‘s re—mix, it should seorch its
way up the charts. The record will be the
first released by Quantum. It was
written by Niko, Dwayne Thomasand
Christina Louise through the New _
Memphis Music publishing company.

Ella‘s family and friends are happy for
her, she says, "I guess they‘re waiting for
basically what I‘m waiting for . . to hear
it on the radio. But, they‘re exclted about
the contract. Theycouldn‘t believe it.
They all said, ‘Oh, you finally made it.‘
They seem pretty happy about it. My
mother‘s very happy about it."

cont. page 30
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Ella Brooks

from page 29

Bearden is one of many people who

is excited about what is happening to

her. "She‘s got a unique opportunity

and I think she has what it takes to

take it all the way."

As much as her own talent is a part

of Ella‘s success, so is the production

work of Niko Lyras. His work has

been described as seamless and flaw—

less. He knows how to pull the best

from a singer or musician. After long

hours in the studio, the end result is

the best that can be extracted from a
performer.

As testimony to this fact, consider

that the demo Niko and Ella did was

actually good enough to release. As

Lyras told me, "Ella went back and

fixed one line. Everything else was

perfect." Niko remembers that Ella

really didn‘t have that much studio

experience; however, she did have

the range and guts that he found so

much in her favor.

"It took me a while to explore her

voice in the studio...to find out how

high she could go...what key to cut

her in...how far to push her," Lyras

says. "Sometimes I couldn‘t tell if I

had gotten the best out of her for the

evening or not — I had to push her a

little farther and sometimes she

would end up crying. I took her in

 

"It‘s always good

to go as far as you can.

I‘m going to

take it to the limit...

wherever

that might be."

— Ella Brooks

 

there (Cotton Row) and really worked

her; and everytime she was getting a

little better." It was her determin—

ation that made him want to keep on

working. They ended up with about

six cuts they felt were good enough to

shop around. Their work even got

them a tentative agreement from

another label before they hit with the

Quantum deal. Proof that when

talent and effort come together, the
results do pay off.

Those time—consuming sessions,

Ella says, "lasted until Niko was

satisfied w1th the work — letme put it
that way." Ella and Bearden both
laugh as they agree that her
statement indeed describes a typical
session with Lyras.

According to Bearden, "the thing
that really puts this all home and
makes it real, is that Ella is an artist

«— who by sheer determination and a lot
of hard work has reached this
pinnacle. Which is really only just
the beginning."

‘Ella Brooks is a Memphis singer on
the threshold of major, major success
who has her feet firmly planted on
the ground. Signing with a record
label has been her main goal and she
has worked a long time to achieve it.
It‘s too early to tell if she has really sat
down and thought about what this all
means to her.

cont. page 52
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Memphis In May Inter—

national Sunset

Symphony

(Main Event Records)

 

by Skip Howard

If there ever was an album re—
leased that was designed to fill a
musical void, then this album —— re—
leased on the tail end of 1986 —— surely
was it.
Memphians and visitors alike have

flocked to the banks of the Missis—
sippi River for the Sunset Symphony,
trailing picnic lunches and four
course gourmet meals. It‘s become so
much a part of the city‘s heritage that
attendance is almost mandatory ——
there are only three things in this

world that are assured: death, taxes

‘and the Sunset Symphony. The

thought of several hundred thousand

people lining the river banks and

Riverside Drive to hear the Memphis

Symphony Orchestra and guests ——

especially James Hyter —— is an in—

describable feeling.
So for those of you who want to

relive that good, squishy feeling you
got at the 1986 Sunset Symphony ——
whether you were there in person, or
whether you watched it on tele—
vision —— this album is a definite must—
have. Not only does it showcase the
talents of the Memphis Symphony
Orchestra under the baton of
Maestro Alan Balter —— and especially
James Hyter —— it also showcases the
talents of Memphian Charlie Rich
and Governor Lamar Alexander.

California may be able to boast
about its former governor who was
an actor, but Tennessee can boast

 

about its former governor who was a
concert pianist. Though Alexander

has protested his musical abilities on

numerous occasions, he sounds pretty
pleasing on this album, and, if

memory serves me correctly, he

sounded pretty pleasing May 31,
1986.

Alexander opens with a moving

gospel medley, including "How Great

Thou Art" and "Amazing Grace,"
which he refers to as "the grandaddy
of all the hymns." He then easily
segues into a rollicking medley of
tunes Memphis gave to the world and
tunes that made Memphis famous,
including "Heartbreak Hotel," "Love
Me Tender," "Beale St. Blues,"
"Memphis," and "Whole Lotta
Shakin‘."

Following Alexander, Charlie
"The Silver Fox" Rich performs
passable versions of "River Stay
Away From My Door" and "Behind
Closed Doors." I have nothing
against Charlie Rich, but he has
sounded better.
The Memphis Symphony

Orchestra follows with Leonard
Bernstein‘s "Overture from
Candide." C

The piece de resistance is, of
course, James Hyter‘s version of "Ol‘
Man River." I wondered if I would

get that same feeling listening to it on
a stereo that I did listening to it at the
river. I did, goosebumps and all! The
only thing is that not all of his encores _
are included. I guess the producers
felt that four or five repeats of "Ol‘
Man River" would be a bit too much.
I disagree. I want all of them!

The Memphis Symphony
Orchestra winds up with its ac—
claimed versions of "The 1812
Overture" and "Stars and Stripes
Forever." Talk about patriotic
fervor!
My only problem with the album is

the crowd noise and the length.
There‘s too much of the former and
not enough of the latter.
James Hyter said during his

remarks that his prayers had been
answered, since after nine years,
there was finally a recording being
made of the Sunset Symphony. I‘d.
have to agree with him —— it‘s about
time.

So, next time some of your rela—
tives in Boston, Los Angeles, New
York and Atlanta try to bore you with
the glories of their great orchestras,
shove this album down their throat
and stop apologizing!

Now, if they could only figure a
way to record some of the Memphis
Symphony Orchestra‘s other musical
treats .. . *

 

Miles Davis

Tutu

(Warner Brothers)

 

by Tony Jones 

The consummate artiste, Miles
Davis has always personified impact,
visually and musically. With this

first release for Warner Brothers he‘s

on his job as if no one else would even

think to be capable.

On the album‘s back cover Miles

construes his features into an organic

portrait of an African warrior mask,

leving no doubt as to the title‘s

connotation. His bio photo reveals his

famous granite countenance and

stance that at age sixty has the fired

dignity of an Apache chief. On the

front cover the warrior is unmasked,

face framed in shadow, confrontation

compatable. Inside the sleeve is

challenge and splank painted in

blood by a young blood and scorched

with molten calm by the old one.

Always appreciated for the

musicians and collaborators his horn

draws to him, this time Miles enlists
the industry‘s biggest underground

superstar, Marcus Miller, as

composer, arranger and co—producer

with Tommy LiPuma (who is joined

by George Duke for "Backyard

Ritual," which Duke also arranged.)

Miller compiles an elegant, often

mysteriously sexy canvas that yields

primo workouts throughout much of

the album, and especially like a
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rubber band on side two. Playing

most of the instruments himself,

Miller presses Miles‘ solos into

thoughtful interpretation.

But sometimes you wonder is he

bored. Miles‘ horn retains the same

tone on the entire set, an electric

mute that‘s pure, but on first

listening seems like a flightless

signature. Yet upon listening to the

entire album twice and thrice you

realize that he works in the same

tonal range but continually finds

vistas of nuance and accent that let

you know that yes, this is The Man.

Side two is a train. The aforemen—

tioned "Backyard Ritual" begins the

roll, then gives way to a cover of

Scritti Pollitti‘s "Better Way" which

shows another of Miles‘ strengths,

careerwise. He‘s always liked to stay

modern (and cut paper) when he‘s not

reinventing music. On this album he

wanted to work in a modern sphere

but retain his quality. Seek new fans,

not bore old ones and not bore

himself. Being his crazy difficult

self, the direct stroke in the two—stone

title track, "Don‘t Lose Your Mind"

and "Full Nelson" are not as easily

interpreted in his collaborator‘s

other compositions, but it‘s all there

waiting on you to catch up to it. x

 

 
 

The Wild Seeds

Brave, Clean and Reverent

(Jungle Records)

 

by Robert Gordon 

There is a gutsiness that underlies

the «romantic and naive Brave,

Clean and Reverent, the second

record from Austin‘s Wild Seeds. A

. blend of pop and power, raw playing

cont. page 34
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— and slick production, Brave captures

©‘ the innocence of a band who knows

the world is tougher than it admits.

Leader Michael Hall has organized

—a band that writes material that

. would border on the sappy were it not

performed with such sincerity.

Hall‘s slightly raspy voice adds an

earnestness to the clean guitar sound

that makes lines as simple as "I‘ll see

_ you lying down beneath/a big

. mimosa sky" sound one foot this side

of poetry. The clean production

enhances the album‘s character,

allowing room for grunge when

necessary, as beneath "A Girl Can

Tell" and in "Love Will Make You

Weak."

Hall uses simple images to convey

complex situations, attaching bot

hcommon love themes and less often

cited desperate situations of the poor,

as in "Heaven Bound," about a man

_who would rather keep his poor

— children beside him than have them
taken into a wealthy but less vir—
‘tuous society. (Ahh, romanticism.)

Hall‘s best work is in "Pure Heart," a

cowboy flavored melody about

‘(losing) my true love to the west."
©This new twist on an old theme is

— typical of this band in every respect.

Perhaps the Wild Seeds "bravest"
Mnoment is in the album‘s opener,
— "Sharlene," a rocking love song sung
‘ with no pretense from a man to a

— man. "No pretense" is the key here,
and it also prevails in "I Work Hard,"
a song of anthemic nature about
being in a rock band.

_ Besides the rock and western
— elements in the band, surf influences
‘often arise, as in the pleasant instru—
mental "Hurricane Girls." "Big
Moon" is beautiful in its simplicity.
This album further distinguishes

the 1986 Grammy—nominated Jungle
Records as an excellent independent
label. Brave, Clean and Reverent is
romantic, charmmg, and very, very

good. x

 

Lonnie Brooks

Wound Up Tight

Albert Collins

Cold Snap

(Alligator Records)

  
Wanted Gordon 

\/VCH Afl‘j Up Tight

 

Two new releases from Chicago‘s

Alligator Records will please loyal

blues fans, as well as add to the

steadily growing blues audiences.

Lonnie Brooks‘ Wound Up Tight and

Albert Collins‘ Cold Snap are albums

by bluesmen from different

backgrounds with different sounds.

Brooks‘ reputation will continue to

rise, his first album in two years

confirming the reasons why. Collins

is riding a wave of critical and

commercial successes, Cold Snap

demonstrating that he may be far

from the crest.

Brooks began his career as a rock

and roll guitarist, having his first hit

in the South during the 50‘s with

"Family Rules" under the name

Guitar Junior. A Louisiana native,

Brooks played with Clifton Chenier

and Lonesome Sundown before

touring with Sam Cooke and winding

up in Chicago. Discovering that the

Windy City was also Blues City,

Brooks dropped his stage nmae and

picked up the new style.

All of Brooks‘ influences are

present on Wound Up Tight. In the

blues genre, Brooks plays his guitar

with a rocker‘s energy, hard—driving

songs and less flash, though this

album has its share of piercing peaks.

Johnny Winter joins Brooks in the

studio, adding his distinctive electric

guitar.

Brooks‘ cajun flavor comes

through in his guitar work, most

notably on "Belly Rubbin‘ Music" and

"Boomerang." The latter‘s opening

guitar lick that could be lifted from

today‘s Austin scene. Tom Giblin‘s

keyboards are well—placed every—

where on this record, whether adding

a soulful fierceness to "Boomerang"

or a crying desperation to "End Of

The Rope." The light touches of

harmonica add the barest hint of

country in "Musta Been Dreamin," a

song which opens with the album‘s

best line: "I musta been wasted/to

waste my time with you."

 

*

Collins‘ Texas roots bred for him a

different sound. The acoustic blues of

his cousin Lightnin Hopkins are a big

influence on him, as were the big

band sounds of the 50‘s. When Collins

recorded his first 45 in 1958, he

launched —a whole new sound and

style —— Cool Music.

Using no pick, Collins employs

many open tunings (mainly to D

minor or E minor) and often places a

capo over the neck of his guitar to

reach higher notes. With a

remarkably clear tone, Collins plays

scorching solos: The Cool Sound.

 

Collins has beenmuch in the public '.‘
eye for the past year and a half, f
appearing at Live Aid, recording
Showdown with proteges Johnny
Copeland and Robert Cray, playing
on David Bowie‘s single, "Under— j
ground," touring Australia and 3
Europe, and performing in f
spotlights across America.

Cold Snap catches the heat of a
man on a roll. Recording six tracks
with The Uptown Horns and famed
jazz organist Jimm McGriff, the
album has a decidedly funky flavor to
it. The sparse "Too Many Dirty
Dishes" provides a good introduction
to Collins‘ style With an organ
beneath him, Collins punctuates his
sung/spoken words with his guitar,
building tension with quick dashes of
several notes, then releasing it with a
longer solo at end of the verse. He
also performs several of his guitar
tricks, creating from his strings the
sounds of runningwater and pots and
glasses being cleaned.

"Hooked On You" and "Snatchin‘It
Back" recall the funk/soul sounds of
later Stax releases, inevitable with
the organ and horn mixture. Of the
songs without horns, "Bending Like
A Willow Tree" best demonstrates
the unadulterated band‘s ability.
Where Collins‘ guitar shines most

is difficult to say, though he is very,
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very cool on the album‘s opener,

"Cash Talkin‘." On "Lights Are On

But Nobody‘s Home" McGriff‘s keys

plant Collins firmly in the church,

and the Horns yank him into a bar,

providing a classic blues dilemma on

vinyl.

Constantly touring, Collins‘ live act

—— with a walk through the audience ——

is legendary. Catch it if you can.

You can catch these records in the

mail if you can‘t find them at the

store, and be sure to inquire about

Alligator‘s other blues acts,

including the new Lonnie Mack

album which features the Memphis

Horns. (Alligator Records, Box

60234, Chicago, IL 60660.) *

 

Agnostic Front

Cause for Alarm

(Combat Core Records)

 
by Lewis Duckworth
 

Ten Reasons to Hate This Record:

1. God Exists.
2. Trendy Fear and Loathing cover
artwork.
3. Trendy camoflauge record label.
4. Compliance with every hard—core
trend except that of making a point.
5. They‘re excellent musicians.
6. Vinnie Stigma looks like Harris.
7. There‘s nothing really to hate,
which is something I like in a hard—
core band.
8. They‘re not funny.
9. Supposedly a hard—core/heavy—
metal blend, my copy was only vinyl.
10. True Punks don‘t count to ten. x

 

Little Shop of Horrors

(Geffen Records)

Brighton Beach

Memoirs f

Star Trek IV: The

Voyage Home

An American Tall
(MCA Records)
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by Chery! Denise Wolder 
Soundtrack albums are in the

unenviable position of, first, being a
strong, underlying score for the
movies they represent, and, second,
having to stand on their own as a
legitimate album. Composers have to
work not only within the era, genre,
and style of each movie, but also
closely with the director whose
creative vision they are trying to
fulfill.
Some have it easy, like Little Shop

of Horrors. Songwriting team
Ashman and Menken originally
wrote the show for Broadway. With
the subtraction of a few songs and the
addition of others, the soundtrack
was already written. With the
superb production of Bob Gaudio,
who translated the play for the
screen, Little Shop is sure—fire. Rick
Moranis sings surprisingly good for a
guy with very little singing exper—
ience — not great, but in character and
on key. Ellen Greene, who starred in
this show on Broadway, recreates her
role here and the album gets across of
her terrific performance.

cont. page 36
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LP Reviews

_ from page 35

Other soundtracks, like Brighton

Beach Memoirs, incorporate old

songs and new songs which sound

like old songs, into a pleasing

collection of early—30‘s—sounding

music, including the original "Good

Morning Glory," by George Hall.

Not having seen the movie, it‘s hard

to judge how well the soundtrack fits

into it, but this album does stand on

its own. Most pieces are composed

and arranged by Michael Small and

hedoes a good job of evoking the era,

even including a few 30‘s style band

singers crooning a few tunes.

Soundtracks similar to Star Trek

IV: The Voyage Home try to stand

— alone without the benefit of anything

that can be thought of as a song. Star

Trek IVavoids this trap by including

two originals by The Yellowjackets,

an instrumental, jazz—flavored

group. Their songs, however, are not

stand—outs.

Overall, science fiction sound—

tracks tend to have the same sound;

horns and strings galore to build the

suspense, tinkely sounds for stars and

such. One is pretty much like

another. Not boring or bad, just the

same. »

The really intriguing cuts that

exist on this album (original score by

Leonard Rosenman), however, give it

an extra boost. "Chekov‘s Run" has a

Russian feel to the music. "Hospital

Chase" (yes, that‘s the real title) gives

one the idea that the "chase" is not the

most serious one in the world. These

and others are enough to give Star

— Trek IV a listen.

An American Tail faces the

challenge of underscoring an

animated film geared mainly at

children and the child in each of us.

It includes two versions of the film‘s

best—known release, "Somewhere Out

There,‘ one sung by Linda Ronstadt

and James Ingram and the other

sung by the voice of Fievel, Danny

Glasser. There‘s no question who

sings better. But if you‘ve seen the

movie, the video, or even just clips of

little Fievel crying out "Papa!" as he‘s

washed overboard, you‘ll be

enchanted as his expressive little

voice ‘sings‘ this sweet song. Com—

by James Horner, the rest of

the album is skillfully done and kind

to the ear. It uses a blend of various

   

  

styles of music to convey a sense of the

place in the moviewhere each piece is

heard (even if you‘ve never seen it),

all to great effect.

There really isn‘t a way to compare

which soundtrack is better, because

each, though filling the same

function, finds different solutions to

the problems soundtracks, as

creatures, present. If a soundtrack is

not packed with hits by Kenny

Loggins or Phil Collins, there‘s no

guarantee what you‘ll get when you

buy it, especially if you haven‘t seen

the movie. As a rule of thumb, buy

the ones you‘re sure of and wait for

the others to turn up in the budget

rack, because even the most banal

soundtrack has one thing going for it

that other types of albums don‘t — you

can always see the movie. *

i

 

Brady & Hollye

Borderline

(Obvious Moon)

 

by Tim Mullins 

It is sometimes difficult to record
an EP on an artist that hasn‘t had

much studio experience. However, a

nice surprise greeted John Hampton

and his crew at Ardent Studios when

Brady Howle and his sister Hollye

rolled in under the "Uhgust Obvious
Moon" in late ‘86. Armed with four

original tunes and a few friends from

Kentucky, Brady & Hollye proceeded

to produce a uniquely solid EP titled

Borderline.

Although the title track was not

selected as their first single, it is

probably the strongest song on the

record. On first and second

listenings it reminded me of the

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band . . . good,

tight ballad—type tune. I am enjoying

"Memphis in the Morning" more and

more, probably because I adore most
anything with ‘Memphisin it. It is a

catchy and rathy sing—songy tune

that is great for cruising in to town

after a long trip.
Also included in their debut EP is a

Carlene Carter tune entitled "Cry,"

perfectly suited for the country radio
market, and "Wait," a Lennon and
McCartney composition. All in all, a
very pleasant record and one that

says it all in the liner notes . .
"MADE IN MEMPHIS." *

Country Joe

Viet Nam Experience

(Rag Baby)

 

by Robert Bowman
 

The music made in San Francisco

in the mid and late sixties was indeed

special. A conflagration of socio—

logical changes coalesced for a very

brief moment in a community

centered around the music of groups

such as The Charlatans, Jefferson —

Airplane, Quicksilver Messenger

Service, Big Brother and the Holding

Company, the Grateful Dead and

Country Joe and the Fish. The Fish‘s
erstwhile leader, Country Joe
McDonald, was always the most
overtly political of these musicians

writing such anthems as "I—Feel—

Like—I‘m Fixin‘—To—Die Rag"

(reprised here) and "Superbird." In

addition he also penned perhaps the

finest LSD song ever, "Bass Strings,"
while essaying such good time
material as "Rock and Soul Music."
His subsequent solo career included
an album of his spiritual forebear

Woody Guthrie‘s music, an album of
Robert Service poems set to music

entitled War War War and a series of

feminist oriented albums played by

an all—female band.

In the eighties there does not seem

to be a place for people such as

Country Joe on a major label. Taking

matters into his own hand he has
formed his own record label, Rag

Baby Records, and released a series
of LP‘s and tapes the latest of which is

a two disc set entitled Viet Nam

Experience.
The man has never sounded better.

His voice is strong, if anything his
guitar playing has improved and his
song writing is as varied as ever
ranging from the Caribbean lilt of

"Welcome Home" to the straight
blues of "Foreign Policy Blues" to the
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rock and roll of "The Girl Next Door
(Combat Nurse)" to the forty plus
minute instrumental "Viet Nam
Requiem." The latter sounds very

much like the heady jams that ema—

nated from the Fillmore and Avalon

Ballrooms once upon a time and that

can still be heard played by the

Grateful Dead at their best.

 
ROBYN HITCHCOCK
AND B ths

 
Country Joe still takes his digs at

American . foreign policy and the

horrors and atrocities of such a need—

lesswar,herehisemohasis isonthe —

perspective of the Viet Nam vet

trying to readjust. Sensitively por—
trayed without being melodramatic

the two albums are alive with the

spirit of humanity at its best. They
can be ordered for $11 from Rag
Baby Records, Box 3316, San
Francisco, CA 94119. x

Robyn Hitchcock & The

Egyptians

An Element of Light

(Relativity Records)

 

by Lewis Duckworth
 

 

EllMl-NT

Or

L1G H T

 

_—_"Remember"

  

Robyn Hitchcock‘s newest effort,

AnElement ofLight, contains the per—

formances of Robyn Hitchcock

(obviously) on guitar and vocals,

Andy, Metcalf (bass), Morris

Windsor (drums), and Roger Jackson

(keyboards). All but Jackson played

in the SoftBoys, Hitchcock‘s influen—

tial 70‘s "New Wave" band.

The new LP opens with an

uptempo rock number entitled "If

You Were A Priest." Like many

great soul songs, Hitchcock‘s songs

frequently contain some sexually
leading double entendre. This song is

no exception, for it begins, "If you
were a priest, I‘d wait until Confes—
sion time and crawl into your box."

"Winchester" is a majestic song
with a sardonic quality somewhat
reminiscent of Ray Davies‘ dour per—
spective. In it Hitchcock concludes,
"In Winchester there‘s nowhere at
all." "Somewhere Apart" is a hard—

than reminiscent of the Lennon—Ono
Band. It lS every bit as close to

(fromtheJmagme
album) as "Surfin‘ USA"is to "Sweet
Little Sixteen." But don‘t take my
word for it. You can take the Miller
Audio—analogy Test at home. Merely
play any two pairs of your favorite
lawsuit singles and decide for
yourself. Results can be fascinating.

In "The President" Hitchcock dis—
dainfully addresses Reagan‘s
Bitburg speech, showing a political
side heretofore rarely seen.
ceeds from last year‘s "Bells of
Rhymney" were donated to the
families of striking miners.)
"Lady Waters and the Hooded

One" stands out on the album if only
because it reads like "Sir Patrick
Spens." This profound song, about

cont. page 48
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The Syndicate

Rhythm Section

   

  

on her recent signing to

QUANTUM/MCA Records

Congratulate

ELLA

j“
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Clapton!

by Ray Coleman

(Warner Books) $9.95

by Robert Bowman

First published nearly two years

ago in Britain under the title

Survivor! ~The Authorized

Biography of Eric Clapton, noted

English journalist Ray Coleman has

produced a very readable, relatively

indept study on one of rock and roll‘s

most important instrumentalists.

Beyond his guitar wizardry,

Clapton‘s life story reads as ready—

made novella material. Born an

illegitimate child with a fanatical

obsessiveness that made him just not

— fit, he went on to quit the Yardbirds,

Cream and Blind Faith at the height

of their careers, pursued relentlessly

the wife of one of his best friends in

Patti Harrison, became a junkie for

three years when she wouldn‘t leave

George, lived with her sister,

eventually won her over, then

descended into alcoholism for several

more years, all the while writing

songs as powerful as "Layla" and

"Wonderful Tonight" about her.

Now c‘mon, where is the movie?

Ninety percent of the material

included here is refreshingly a

product of original research via

interviews never before published.

The result is a wealth of previously

unknown material particularly with

regard to the mercurial orbits of

Cream and Blind Faith. With the

intervening years, many of the

participants have been able to gain

perspective. For example, Jack

Bruce can talk about the differences

between himself and Ginger Baker in

 

 

   

Cream at this point with some

distance and objectivity.

Clapton has cooperated completely

with Coleman‘s project to the point of

allowing the author to reproduce a

number of pages from his dairy.

Clapton‘s approval has led to similar

cooperation from his wife, former

girlfriends, family, friends and

associated musicians. The result is

astonishingly honest. No punches are

pulled. Clapton‘s pitfalls are

revealed like so many scabrous scars

in intimate detail. The result, besides

being of prurient interest, is actually

quite revealing in what it says about

Clapton‘s artistry. —Perhaps even

more than with most artists,

Clapton‘s music, at any given period,

appears to be directly tied to his

personality and psychic profile at the

time. Coleman is the rare

biographer, able to write about

personal and music material with

equal ease. Clapton! is a superb

work. *

Happy Doin‘ What

We‘re Doin‘: The Pub

Rock Years 1972—1975

Off—Beat: Pub Rock For

The 80‘s

(Nightbird Press) $8.95/$7.95

by Gina Morris
 

by Robert Bowman
 

  

 

The Pub Rock phenomena of the

early and mid—seventies in Great

Britain and its subsequent large—

scale influence on one of the more

interesting sectors of New Wave has

long needed to be documented.

Hence my excitement at the

publication of these two comple—

mentary works.

Gina Morris is obviously an ardent

and knowledgeable enthusiast of the

work of Brinsley Schwarz, Ace,

Ducks Deluxe, Chilli Willi and the

Red Hot Peppers, etc. and later the

flourishings of former Schwarz

member Nick Lowe, former Ace

member Paul Carrack, Squeeze,

Dave Edmunds, Carlene Carter and

Elvis Costello. She rightfully per—

ceives a connection between the two

groups in attitude, context and style

and in these two volumes attempts to

articulate its various manifestations.

Both books are somewhat slim at

88 and 82 pages respectively and

much of their text, photographs and

reprinted adverts stem from

England‘s weekly Melody Maker. A

better secondary source could not

have been used. Morris combines

Melody Maker‘s coverage of the

aforesaid artists with her own

reactions to the records. The latter

are quite opinionated and, at times,

somewhat quirky. In no uncertain

terms she lionizes certain records

and equally denigrates other work.

She unfortunately falls a little short

in her abilities to describe musical

performances. Consequently much

of her writing is cliched, cloying and

chock full of unsubstantiated asser—

tions and suppositions that do not

always make sense. The reader

stumbles upon lines such as " ‘Party

Girl‘ meanders along until it finally

winds down into an endless Abbey

Road chord progression" and

wonders just what is being said.

Many of her suppositions could have

been either substantiated or deleted

had she been able to interview some

of these artists.

Still, her enthusiasm is fresh, in—

vigorating and infectious. Both

books can be ordered from Nightbird

Press, 110 Bucarelli Drive, San

Francisco, CA 94132 at the above

listed prices. *

cont. page 52
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Platoon

Soon Everyone Becomes

Your Enemy...

Even Yourself

 

by William Glankler
 

Green in a thousand shades blocks

your vision. Life in its myriad forms

surrounds you. But death, sudden or

painfully slow is here too. The lush

jungle growth caresses your face as

you push through it and it folds in

behind you as if you had never

passed. What is it hiding? The sweet

stink of the sweating grunt off to your

left wafts to you though the air is still.

A sound ahead, a rifle bolt? Silence.

You go on. You‘re tired, too tired to

stop moving and ever get started

again. — And most of all, you are

scared, so f—————g scared that the

sudden flashing fury of insane
combat is a relief.

Battle fatigue, shell shock, that‘s

what it used to be called in more

civilized wars. In Vietnam it was

called the thousand—yard stare. You

just might leave the theater with it.

In 1967—68, director Oliver Stone

actually lived the role of the naive

Chris Taylor (Charlie Sheen) in this,

his cinematic tour—de—force. —By

filming Platoon relentlessly in close |

up he forces you to serve your time in
hell with him.

You‘re slapped in the face by the

heat when you get off the plane and

before you can walk off the tarmac

you see the body bags that are going

the other way. You‘re a cherry so you

have to take the point three days in

five, the short timers have too much

to live for. Later you wait in night

ambush in the continuous, miserable

rain that can cover the sounds of an
approaching enemy.

To give his young actors insite for

their roles, Stone had them spend two

weeks digging foxholes, taking long

marches, and of course, eating awful

army prepackaged food. No showers

or hot catered meals, much less a
warm bed for them when the day was
done. It worked. They have the

proper too—tired—to—give—a—damn

attitude down pretty well.

 

Tom Berenger in his Oscar nomina—

ted role as the "chillingly corrupted"
Sgt. Barnes in Platoon.

In addition to Sheen, Platoon
costars Willem Dafoe as Elias, a voice
of sanity amidst the sound and fury,
and Tom Berenger as the chillingly
corrupted Barnes; the two sergeants
at war for Sheen‘s soul. Keith David‘s
King is the steadiest man in the
platoon.

—

Forest Whitaker is Big
Harold the country boy, Kevin Dillon
plays the psychotic Bunny, Reggie
Johnson is the platoon screwup.
Mark Moses is their dipshit lieuten—
ant.

There‘s a frantic scramble when
the medevac chopper lands. You

stagger toward the gaping door that
seems so far away. Someone pulls
you on board the metal floor that is
already slippery with blood. Hurry,
hurry, get this f————r off the ground,
it‘s too easy to hit. It lifts off and
you‘re away from this hell hole. But
not for long ...
Platoon has been critized by some

who don‘t understand that ifyou can‘t
come to grips with an enemy literally
capable of disappearing into the
countryside and populance soon
everyone becomes your enemy,
innocent civilians, the guy next to
you, even yourself. Stone has
managed to capture that.

cont. page 50

 

Outrageous Fortune

Midler & Long:

The Fur Flies

 
by Skip Howard
 

 

Outrageous Fortune, the newest re—
lease from Touchstone Films, the
distribution arm of Walt Disney that

aims films at more mature aud—
iences, borrows liberally from It
Happened One Night, Pat and Mike,
The African Queen, What‘s Up Doc?,

The In—Laws and any other motion

picture ever made about two

diametric opposites who are forced,

by chance, to join together and work

toward a common goal. It‘s a proven

formula that works. And it works in
Outrageous Fortune.

Shelley Long and Bette Midler are

as opposite a couple that could ever

join together. Long, like her Diane

Chambers character on Cheers, is a
rather well schooled individual who

insists on showing the world just how
well schooled she really is. This time,

she‘s an aspiring actress/dancer who
works in a costume shop to pay bills.

Her character is tailor—made, and she
wears it like a glove.

Bette Midler, too, wears her
character well. The Divine Miss M
plays a loudmouthed, bossy, bawdy

broad with great finesse. Midler,
Disney‘s newest Cinderella with her
new exclusive three picture deal, and
her past triumphs with Ruthless
People and Down and Out in Beverly

Hills, carries this picture by herself.

This is not to slight Long, but Midler
rules. And the plot is as screwball as
Midler.

The two competing actresses run

into each other in a head—on collision
in acting class. The fur flies. Then
they discover they are both carrying
on a relationship with the same man.
Boy, does the fur fly. Perhaps the
funniest scene in the entire movie is
when they duke it out on the floor of a
morgue where they‘ve gone to
glimpse the remains of their
boyfriend (Peter Coyote). They even—
tually discover he is a foreign agent ——
from an Iron Curtain country, it is
readily assumed —— who is attempting

cont. page 50
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2128 Madison (at Umpu)
Sun. Mike Crews Band —

No Cover ___
Tues — Ladies‘ Night

Wed — 25¢ Draft

Thurs — Dollar Nights

BYOB

274—0540

calendar

    

     

    

    

  

LATE NIGHT MUSIC
Weekdays 9—1 —Weekends 10:30—4
 

l DETAIL
 

FOREPLAY
 
17

St. Patrick‘s Day

Party with Foreplay

 

20/21, 27728 DETAIL

 

  

 

Mr. Star Buck

Says,

"Save A Buck On A

Memphis Star

Subscription"

Check Out This

And Many Other

 

Valuable Coupon Savings

  

 

See

Star Bucks

on

Page 55

  
 

1 Sunday

Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band (T) — Rum

Boogie Cafe

Bluebeats (N) — Bombay Bicycle Club***

Mike Crews Band (P) — Hi Roller II***

Mark Kitchens/Name This Band (C) — Diamond

Lounge

Burner Tuthill (F) — Hardie Aud.(Rhodes)

Angry Red Planet (N) — Antenna

Vehicle (V) — Willie Moffatt‘s (Sycamore View)

Outlaws (U) — Peabody Alley |

"Hamlet" (F) — Playhouse on the Square

"Quilters" (F) — Circuit Playhouse

Tom Hackenberger (V) — Riverside Grille

 

.Jazz Countdown Reinstated (T) — Belmont Grill

2 Monday

Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band (T) — Rum
Boogie Cafe

Brady & Hollye (V) — BombayBicycle Club***

Mark Kitchens (C) — Diamond Lounge

dB (P) — Stage Stop***

Kelly Johnson (U) — Court Square Cafe

Steve Reid (V) — Circle Cafe***

Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. (C) — Dad‘s Place

Van Duren (V) — Captain Bilbo‘s A

Reed Boyd (V) — Chelsea St. Pub

3 Tuesday

Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band (T) —Rum
Boogie Cafe

Van Duren (P) — Bombay***

Folkstone (V) — Holiday Inn, Sycamore View

Sam Williams (V) — Hi Roller II***

dB (P) — Stage Stop***

Regina Murphy (F) — Payne Recital Hall (Rhodes)

Lonely St. Duo (V) — Levee Lounge

"Men" (F) — Circuit Playhouse

Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. (C) — Dad‘s Place

Susan Hudson/Ned Davis & Band (C) — Country

Palace

Reed Boyd (V) — Chelsea St. Pub

4 — Thursday

Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band — Rum
Boogie Cafe

Detail (P) — Bombay***

Folkstone (V) — Holiday Inn, Sycamore View

Mike Crews (P) — Hi Roller II***

Mark Kitchens/Name Thus Band (C) — Dlamond
Lounge
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Peter Hyrka & V.O.C. (N) — Lobster Louie‘s

Video Night (N) — Antenna Club

dB (P) — Stage Stop***

Lonely St. Duo (V) — Levee Lounge

John Kilzer (N) — Circle Cafe***

Jason D. Williams/Albert King (T)
Alley

"Men" (F) — Circuit Playhouse

T.T. Burns (P) — Miller‘s Cave

Special Edition (V)— Dad‘s Place

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. (C) — Dad‘s Place

Susan Hudson/Ned Davis & Band (C) — Country
Palace

Reed Boyd (V) — Chelsea St. Pub

— Peabody

5 Thursday

Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band (T) — Rum
Boogie Cafe

Rainmakers/Kansas (P) — Orpheum Theatre
Willys (P) — Bombay Bicycle Club***

Folkstone (V) — Holiday Inn, Sycamore View

Fever (V) — Class of ‘55 (Helena, AR)

Steve Reid (P) — Hi Roller II***

Mark Kitchens Name This Band (C) — Diamond
Lounge

Peter Hyrka & V.O.C. (N) — North End

The Cowboy Junkies (N) — Antenna Club

dB (P) — Stage Stop***

Lonely St. Duo (V) — Levee Lounge

Windfall (V) — Circle Cafe***

Jason D. Williams Albert King (T) — Peabody.
Alley

"Men" (F) — Circuit Playhouse

T.T. Burns Band (P) — Miller‘s Cave

Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. (C) — Dad‘s Place

Susan Hudson Ned Davis & Band(C) Country
Palace

Boyd(V)—Chelsea St.Pub

6 Friday

Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band (T) —Rum
Boogie Cafe

Hurricanes (V) — Bombay***

Folkstone (V) — Holiday Inn, Sycamore View

Fever (V) — Class of ‘55 (Helena,AR)

Detail (P) — Hi Roller I1***

Mark Kitchens/Name This Band (C) — Diamond
Lounge

Panther Burns (N) — Antenna Club

dB (P) — Stage Stop***

Five That Killed Elvis (N) — Court Square Cafe

Lonely St. Duo (V) — Levee Lounge

Tangents (T) — The Dock (Jackson,MS)

Jason D. Williams/Albert King (T) —

calendar

Claude River (U) — Hollywood Cafe (Robinsonville,
MS)

Peabody
Alley

"Hamlet" (F) f Playhouse on the Square

"Quilters" (F) — Circuit Playhouse

Bluegrass Night (T) — Harvester Lane

T.T. Burns Band (P) — Miller‘s Cave

Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. (C) — Dad‘s Place

Susan Hudson/Ned Davis & Band (C) — Country
Palace

Reed Boyd (V) — Chelsea St. Pub

7 Saturday

Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band (T) — Rum
Boogie Cafe

Suzanne Jerome—Taylor/Drama (P) —
Bicycle Cafe***

Folkstone (V) — Holiday Inn, Sycamore View

Detail (P) — Hi Roller II***

Mark Kitchens/Name This Band (U) — Diamond
Lounge

Peter Hyrka & V.O.C. (N) — Lobster Louie‘s

Think As Incas (N) — Antenna Club

dB (P) — Stage Stop***

Bombay

. Second Nature (P) — Court Square Cafe

Lonely St. Duo (V) — Levee Lounge

Tangents (T) — The Dock (Jackson, MS)

Claude River (U) — Hollywood Cafe (Robinsonville,
MS)

Jason D. Williams/Albert King (T) — Peabody
Alley

"Hamlet" (F) — Playhouse on the Square

"Quilters" (F) — Circuit Playhouse

Country Music Night (C) — Harvester Lane

T.T. Burns (P) — Miller‘s Cave

Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. (C) — Dad‘s Place

NedDavisBand(C)Country
Palace

Reed Boyd (V) — Chelsea St. Pub

8 Sunday

Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band (T) — Rum
Boogie Cafe

Bluebeats (N) — Bombay Bicycle Club***

Folkstone (V) — Holiday Inn, Sycamore View

Mike Crews Band (P) — Hi Roller II***

Mark Kitchens/Name This Band (C) — Diamond
Lounge

Station Identification (N) — Antenna Club

Desiree Earl (F) — Payne Recital Hall (Rhodes)

Julie Owens (F) — Payne Recital Hall (Rhodes)

Tangents (T) — The Dock (Jackson, MS)

cont. next page

 

 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

  

  

 

  

 

LEATHER

suits and

skirts

SEQUINS

dresses and

hats

EXOTIC
boots, shoes and

accessories

EELSKIN
bags and

briefcases

HATS

gaucho,

outback,

panamas, etc.

SILKS, GAUZE, JEANS & MORE

Mon. — Thurs. 11 — 7, Fri. & Sat. 11 — 10

Sun. 1 — 6

901—522—9291
   

    

  

  

  

  

  

 

Proudly Offers

Fully Serviced Used

—INSTRUMENTS~

FOR SALE

such as

Peavey XR—800 Board

Mint Condition $675

Peavey M—3000 PowerAmp

Excellent Condition $275
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the Iris; Eyes

of Memphis and

What They‘ve Done.

Congratulations Boys

ForA Job Well Done!

Wizards has hard to find GEN—

TLEMEN‘S ACCESSORIES

featuring walking sticks,

panama hats, flasks, umbrellas,

shaving kits.

Plus the largest selection of

Mobiles in Memphis, Kites,

Potpourri, Incense, over 200

Deco Wall Plaques, unusual

Greeting Cards,. Con—

temporary Smoking &

Snuff Accessories, Tarot

Cards and more at . . .

concert

from previous page

     

Vehicle (V) — Willie Moffatt‘s (Sycamore View)

"Hamlet" (F) — Playhouse on the Square

"Quilters" (F) — Circuit Playhouse

Tom Hackenberger (V) — Riverside Grille

Jazz Countdown Reinstated (T) — Belmont Grill

19 — Monday

Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band (T) —
Rum Boogie Cafe

Brady & Hollye (V) — Bombay Bicycle Club***

Folkstone (V) — Holiday Inn, Sycamore View

War Chylde (P) — Stage Stop***

Kelly Johnson (U) — Court Square Cafe

Mike Crews (P) — Circle Cafe***

Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. (C) — Dad‘s Place

Van Duren (V) — Captain Bilbo‘s

Reed Boyd (V) — Chelsea St. Pub

10 Tuesday
Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band (T) — Rum

Boogie Cafe
Willys (P) — Bombay Bicycle Club***
Folkstone (V) — Holiday Inn, Sycamore View
Sam Williams (V) — Hi Roll
Strange Flesh (N) — Antenna Club
War Chylde (P) — Stage Stop***
Lonely St. Duo (V) — Levee Lounge
Special Edition (V) — Dad‘sPlace
Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. (C) — Dad‘s Place
Susan Hudson/Ned Davis & Band (C) — Country

Palace
Reed Boyd (V) — Chelsea St. Pub
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Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band (T) — Rum
Boogie Cafe

Billy Joel (P) — Mid—South Coliseum***
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calendar

War Chylde (P) — Stage Stop***

Lonely St. Duo (V) — Levee Lounge

John Kilzer (N) — Circle Cafe***

Jason D. Williams/Albert King (T) — Peabody
Alley

T.T. Burns Band (P) — Miller‘s Cave

Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. (C) — Dad‘s Place

Susan Hudson/Ned Davis& Band (C) — Country
Palace

Good Question (P) — Cruel Shoe

Reed Boyd (V) — Chelsea St. Pub

12 Thursday

Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band (T) — Rum
Boogie Cafe

Cafe Racers (N) — Bombay Bicycle Club***

Folkstone (V) — Holiday Inn, Sycamore View

Steve Reid (P) — Hi Roller II***

Mark Kitchens/Name This Band (U) — Diamond
Lounge

Peter Hyrka & Victims of Circumstance (N) —
North End

Happy and the Dark (N) — Antenna Club

War Chylde (P) — Stage Stop***

Lonely St. Duo (V) — Levee Lounge

Windfall (V) — Circle Cafe***

Jason D. Williams/Albert King (T) — Peabody
Alley

.T.T. Burns Band (P) — Miller‘s Cave

Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place __

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. (C) — Dad‘s Place

‘Susan Hudson/Ned Davis & Band (C) — Country
Palace

"Ariadne auf Naxos" (F) — Orpheum Theatre***

Reed Boyd (V) — Chelsea St. Pub
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13 Friday___

‘Shylo (C) — Rum Boogie Cafe 2 (

enn

Folkstone (V) — Holiday. Inn, Sycamore View \

Joyce Cobb & Hot Fun (T) — Plaza 55 (W.
Memphis) A

Foreplay (P) — Hi Roller II***

Mark Kitchens/Name This Band (C) — Diamond

 

2025 #5 Fever (V) — Bombay Bicycle Club*** Lounge

um | Folkstone (V) — Holiday Inn, Sycamore View The White Animals/Two Small Bodies (N) —

.— One Block ; Mike Crews (P) — Hi Roller II*** Antenna Club

West Of \| Mark Kitchens/Name This Band (U) — Diamond War Chylde (P) — Stage Stop***

Overton Square Eounge 3 \_ Rhythm Hounds (P) — Court Sqaure Cafe
Peter Hyrka & Victims of Circumstance (N) —

”I,726-6800 Lobster Louie‘s Lonely St. Duo (V) — Levee Lounge

k Z Video Night (N) — Antenna Club Touchtones (V) — Daily Planet
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Tangents (T) — Michelle‘s (Hattiesburg, MS)
Claude River (U) — Hollywood Cafe (Robinsonville,
MS)

Vehicle (V) — EM Club (Naval Base)

Windfall (V) — Circle Cafe***
Jazlolzy D. Williams/Albert King (T) — Peabody

"Hamlet" (F) — Playhouse on the Square
"Quilters" (F) — Circuit Playhouse
Bluegrass Night (T) — Miller‘s Cave
T.T. Burns Band (P) — Miller‘s Cave

Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. (C) — Dad‘s Place
Susan Hudson/Ned Davis & Band (C) — Country

Palace

Good Question (P) — Breeze‘s (Hyatt Regency)
{L2c____Vehicle (V)«EM—Club—(NavalBasey— ————

~M~Bofiflfi=ChelseaSt.Pub

—

(;ecn,se Jones/T6 S‘epga!g/§awe!_ Brown__

14 Saturday

Shylo (C) — Rum Boogie Cafe

Reba & the Portables (P) — Bombay Bicycle
Club***

Folkstone (V) — Holiday Inn, Sycamore View

Fever (V) — 501 (Jonesboro, AR)

Joyce Cobb & Hot Fun (T) — Plaza 55 (W.
Memphis, AR)

Foreplay (P) — Hi Roller II***

COmCcert

Mark Kitchens/Name This Band (U) — Diamond
Lounge

Peter Hyrka & Victims of Circumstance (N) —
Lobster Louie‘s

The Tail Gators (N) — Antenna Club

War Chylde (P) — Stage Stop***

Rhythm Hounds (P) — Court Square Cafe

Lonely St. Duo (V) — Levee Lounge

Touchtones (T) — Daily Planet

Tangents (T) — Michelle‘s (Hattiesburg, MS)

Clause River (U) — Hollywood Cafe (Robinsonville,

  

—(€) — Mid—South Coliseum

Jason. D. Williams/Albert King (T) — Peabody
Alley

"Hamlet" (F) — Playhouse on the Square

"Quilters" (F) — Circuit Playhouse

Country Music Night (C) — Harvester Lane
T.T. Burns Band (P) — Miller‘s Cave

Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. (C) — Country Palace
Susan Hudson/Ned Davis & Band (C) — Country

Palace

Fever (V)—Huey‘s

Calendar

Good Question (P) — Breeze‘s (Hyatt Regency)
"Ariadne auf Naxos" (F) — Orpheum Theatre***

Reed Boyd (V) — Chelsea St. Pub

 

15

Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band (T) — Rum
Boogie Band

Biuebeats (N) — BombayBicycleClub®** " __l -
|\

Mike Crews Band (P) — Hi Roller II***
Mark Kitchens/Name This Band (C) — DiamondLounge
Sarah Jones (F) — Payne Recital Hall (Rhodes)
Tangents (T) — Michelle‘s (Hattiesburg, MS)
Vehicle (V) — Willie Moffatt‘s (Sycamore View)
"Hamlet" (F) — Playhouse on the Square
"Quilters" (F) — Circuit Playhouse
Tom Hackenberger (V) — Riverside Grille
Jazz Countdown Reinstated (T) — Belmont Grill

cont. next page
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concert

from previous page
16 Monday
Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band (T) — RumBoogie Cafe
Laddie & Joe (U) — Bombay Bicycle Club***
Mark Kitchens (C) — Diamond Lounge
Strike (P) — Stage Stop*** of
Kelly Johnson (U) — Court Square Cafe
Mike Crews (P) — Circle Cafe***
Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place
Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. (C) — Dad‘s Place

Duren & Lott (V) — Captain Bilbo‘s

Freeda (V) — Chelsea St. Pub

17 Tuesday

Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band (T) — Rum

Boogie Band

Good Question (P) — Bombay Bicycle Club***

Foreplay (P) — Hi Roller II***

Laddie & Joe (V) — Holiday Inn, Sycamore View

Strike (P) — Stage Stop***

Barbara Posner (F) — Payne Recital Hall (Rhodes)

Lonely St. Duo (V) — Holiday Inn, Cleveland, MS

Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. (C) — Dad‘s Place

Susan Hudson/Ned Davis & Band (C) — Country

Palace

Freeda (V) — Chelsea St. Pub

18 Wednesday

Asleep At The Wheel (P) — Bombay Bicycle

Clib***

Mike Crews (P) — Hi Roller II***

Mark Kitchens/Name This Band (C) — Diamond

Lounge

Peter Hyrka & Victims of Circumstance (N) —

Lobster Louie‘s

Video Night (N) — Antenna Club

Laddie & Joe (V) — Holiday Inn, Sycamore View

Strike (P) — Stage Stop***

Lonely St. Duo (V) — Holiday Inn, Cleveland, MS

Huey Lewis & the News/Robert Cray (P) — Mid—

South Coliseum

John Kilzer (N) — Circle Cafe***

Jason D. Williams/Albert King (T) — Peabody

Alley

T.T. Burns Band (V) — Miller‘s Cave

Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place

  Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. (C) — Dad‘s Place

MEMPHIS STAR
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Susan Hudson/Ned Davis & Band (C) — Country
Palace

Good Question (P) — Cruel Shoe

Freeda (V) — Chelsea St. Pub

19 Thursday

Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band (T) — Rum
Boogie Cafe ¥

Willys (P) — Bombay Bicycle Club***

Steve Reid (P) — Hi Roller II***

Mark Kitchens/Name This Band (U) — Diamond
Lounge

Peter Hyrka & Victims of Circumstance (N) —
North End

The Pigs (N) — Antenna Club

Laddie & Joe (V) — Holiday Inn, Sycamore View

Strike (P) — Stage Stop***

Lonely St. Duo (V) — Holiday Inn, Cleveland, MS

Tangents (T) — George St. (Jackson, MS)

Windfall (V) — Circle Cafe***

Jason D. Williams/Albert King (T) — Peabody
Alley

T.T. Burns Band (P) — Miller‘s Cave

Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. (C) — Dad‘s Place

Susan Hudson/Ned Davis & Band (C) — Country
Palace

Good Question (P) — Cruel Shoe

Freeda (V) — Chelsea St. Pub

20 Friday

Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band (T) — Rum

Boogie Cafe

Michael Johnson (V) — Bombay Bicycle Club***

Joyce Cobb & Hot Fun (T) — Club 501

Detail (P) — Hi Roller 11*** f

Mark Kitchens/Name This Band (U) — Diamon

Lounge

The Windbreakers (N) — Antenna Club

Laddie & Joe (V) — Holiday Inn, Sycamore View

Strike (P) — Stage Stop***

Think As Incas (N) — Court Square Cafe

"The Hitchikers" (F) — McCoy Theatre (Rhodes)

Ron Reed & Tom Wilson (V) — Daily Planet

Lonely St. Duo (V) — Holiday Inn, Cleveland, MS

‘Tangents (T) — George St. (Jackson, MS)

Windfall (V) — Circle Cafe***

Jason D.Williams/Albert King (T) — Peabody

Alley

"Hamlet" (F) — Playhouse on the Square

"Quilters" (F) — Circuit Playhouse
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Bluegrass Night (T) — Harvester Lane

T.T. Burns Band (P) — Miller‘s Cave

Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. (C) — Dad‘s Place
Susan Hudson/Ned Davis & Band (C) — Country

Palace

Freeda (V) — Chelsea St. Pub

21 Saturday
Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band (T) —
Rum Boogie Cafe

Good Question (P) — Bombay***

Joyce Cobb & Hot Fun (T) — Club 501

Detail (P) — Hi Roller II***

Mark Kitchens (C)/Name This Band (U) —
Diamond Lounge

Peter Hyrka & V.O.C. (N) — Lobster Louie‘s
WEVL Benefit w/Alex Chilton (N) — Antenna
Laddie & Joe (V) — Holiday Inn, Sycamore View
Strike (P) — Stage Stop***

Touchtones (T) — Court Square Cafe
"The Hitchikers" (F) — McCoy Theatre
Ron Reed & Tom Wilson (V) — Daily Planet
Lonely St. Duo (V) — Holiday Inn, Cleveland, MS
Tangents (T) — George St. (Jackson, MS)
Jason D. Williams/Albert King (T) — Peabody

Alley

"Hamlet" (F) — Playhouse on the Square

"Quilters" (F) — Circuit Playhouse

Country Music Night (C) — Harvester Lane
TT. Burns Band (P) — Miller‘s Cave

Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. (C) — Dad‘s Place
Susan Hudson/Ned Davis & Band (C) — Country

Palace

Freeda (V) — Chelsea St. Pub

22 Sunday
Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band (T) —
Rum Boogie Cafe

Bluebeats (N) — Bombay Bicycle Club***
Mike Crews Band (P) — Hi Roller I1***
Mark Kitchens (C)/Name This Band (U) —
Diamond Lounge

L.B.M. (N) — Antenna

"The Hitchikers" (F) — McCoy Theatre

Vehicle (V) — Willie Moffatt‘s (Sycamore View)
"Hamlet" (F) — Playhouse on the Square

"Quilters" (F) — Circuit Playhouse

Tom Hackenberger (V) — Riverside Grille
Jazz Countdown Reinstated (T) — Belmont Grill

cont. next page
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MORETIME

The Band To Hear

In 1987

featuring:

Trey Bruce ® Lee Miller o Danny Dickerson
Chuck Jones ® Jeff Adams ® Jerry Dean
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WANTED

SALES

MANAGER

Must be a leader with display

advertising experience. Reply

to Box A, c/o Memphis Star,

643 S. Highland, Memphis,

TN 38111.
  

 

 

 

 

 

  

    

  
Breau

LIVE ROCK—N—ROLL

— every night! 9 — 2

Local and Touring Acts

~10 foot Big Screen TV

Kitchen Open Daily

Til Midnight

 

NO COVER Mon. — Thurs.

MON: All Drinks and Food $2

TUES: $1 Margaritas 8 — Close

WED: $2 L.I. Teas 8 — Close

Rock Card Nite —Holders get % off

THURS: Ladies % price Night

and FREE BEER till 12

FRI & SAT: Hourly

Drink Specials

\_ 382—1576

2951 Cela Lane
(1% Blocks East of Austin Peay
off Stage Rd. next to Skateland)

 

   

Business

Machines

3196 Winchester

795—2519

Typewriter specialists and

suppliers to business where

performance counts

CcoOnmcert

from prevloos page

23 Monday

Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band (T) —
Rum Boogie Cafe

Brady & Hollye (V) — Bombay***

Mark Kitchens (C) — Diamond Lounge

Deadlock (P) — Stage Stop***

Maggie Eikner (F) — Payne Recital Hall (Rhodes)

Mike Crews (P) — Circle Cafe***

Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. (C) — Dad‘s Place

Terry Harper (V) — Chelsea St. Pub

  

24 Tuesday

Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band (T) —
Rum Boogie Cafe

Cafe Racers (P) — Bombay***

Sam Williams (V) — Hi Roller II***

Laddie & Joe (V) — Holiday Inn, Sycamore View

Deadlock (P) — Stage Stop***

Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. (C) — Dad‘s Place

Susan Hudson/Ned Davis & Band (C) — Country
Palace

Terry Harper (V) — Chelsea St. Pub

25 Wednesday

Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band (T) —
Rum Boogie Cafe

Fever (V) — Bombay***

Joyce Cobb & Hot Fun (T) — Class of ‘55 (Helena,
AR)

Mike Crews (P) — Hi Roller ***

Mark Kitchens (C)/Name This Band (U) —
Diamond Lou

Peter Hyrka & V.O.C. (N) — Lobster Louie‘s

Video Night (N) — Antenna Club

Laddie & Joe (V) — Holiday Inn, Sycamore View

Deadlock (P) — Stage Stop***

Lonely St. Duo (V) — Holiday Inn, Cleveland, MS

John Kilzer (N) — Circle Cafe*** f

Jason D. Williams/Albert King (T) — Peabody
Alley

T.T. Burns Band (P) — Miller‘s Cave

Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. (C) — Dad‘s Place

Susan Hudson/Ned Davis & Band (C) — Country
— Palace

 

 

Terry Harper (V) — Chelsea St. Pub

calendar

Lonely St. Duo (V) — Holiday Inn, Cleveland, MS

26 Thursday

Windows (P) — Bombay***

Joyce Cobb & Hot Fun (T) — Class of ‘55 (Helena,

AR)
Steve Reid (P) — Hi Roller II***

Mark Kitchens (C)/Name This Band (U) —
Diamond Lounge

Peter Hyrka & V.O.C. (N) — North End

Laddie & Joe (V) — Holiday Inn, Sycamore View

Deadlock (P) — Stage Stop**f

"The Hitchikers" (F) — McCoy Theatre

Lonely St. Duo (V) — Holiday Inn, Cleveland, MS

Tangents (T) — Miller‘s Still (Vicksburg, MS)

Windfall (V) — Circle Cafe***

Jason D. Williams/Albert King (T) — Peabody

Alley

T.T. Burns Band (P) — Miller‘s Cave

Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. (C) — Dad‘s Place

Susan Hudson/Ned Davis & Band (C) — Country

Palace

Terry Harper (V) — Chelsea St. Pub

27

PrF. Flyers (T) — Rum Boogie Cafe

Hurricanes (V) — Bombay***

Feyer (V) — Class of ‘55 (Helena, AR)

Joyce Cobb & Hot Fun (T) — Class of ‘55 (Helena,

AR)

Detail (P) — Hi Roller II***

Mark Kitchens (C)/Name This Band (U) —

Diamond Lounge

The Willys (P) — Antenna

Friday

Laddie & Joe (V) — Holiday Inn, Sycamore View _

Deadlock (P) — Stage Stop***

Wolfgang (N) — Court Square Cafe

"The Hitchikers" (F) — McCoy Theatre

Kim Collins (F) — Payne Recital Hall (Rhodes)

Lonely St. Duo (V) — Holiday Inn, Cleveland, MS

Tangents (T) — Miller‘s Still (Vicksburg, MS)

Vehicle (V) — Dr. Don‘s (Millington, TN)

Jason D. Williams/Albert King (T) — Peabody

Alley

"Hamlet" (F) — Playhouse on the Square

"Quilters" (F) — Circuit Playhouse

Bluegrass Night (T) — Harvester Lane

T.T. Burns Band (P) — Miller‘s Cave

Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. (C) — Dad‘s Place

Susan Hudson/Ned Davis & Band (C) — Country

Palace
Terry Harper (V) — Chelsea St. Pub
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28 Saturday

P.F. Flyers (T) — Rum Boogie Cafe

Jimmy Davis & Nexus (P) — Bombay***
Fever (V) — Class of ‘55 (Helena, AR)
Joyce Cobb & Hot Fun (T) — Class of ‘55 (Helena,
AR)

Detail (P) — Hi Roller II***

Mark Kitchens (C)/Name This Band (U) —
Diamond Lounge

Happy and the Dark (N) — Antenna

Laddie & Joe (V) — Holiday Inn, Sycamore View

Deadlock (P) — Stage Stop***

David Windham (V) — Court Square Cafe
"The Hitchikers" (F) — McCoy Theatre

Lonely St. Duo (V) — Holiday Inn, Cleveland, MS
Tangents (T) — Miller‘s Still (Vicksburg, MS)
Vehicle (V) — Dr. Don‘s (Millington, TN)

Jason D. Williams/Albert King (T) — Peabody
Alley

"Hamlet" (F) — Playhouse on the Square

"Quilters" (F) — Circuit Playhouse

Country Music Night (C) — Harvester Lane

T.T. Burns Band (P) — Miller‘s Cave

Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. (C) — Dad‘s Place
Susan Hudson/Ned Davis & Band (C) — Country

Palace

Wolfgang (P) — Court Square Cafe***

Terry Harper (V) — Chelsea St. Pub

29 Sunday
Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band (T) —
Rum Boogie Cafe

Bluebeats (N) — Bombay Bicycle Club***
Mike Crews Band (P) — Hi Roller II***
Mark Kitchens (C)/Name This Band (U) —
Diamond Lounge

"The Hitchikers" (F) — McCoy Theatre
Vehicle (V) — Willie Moffatt‘s (Sycamore View)
"Hamlet" (F) — Playhouse on the Square
"Quilters" (F) — Circuit Playhouse
Tom Hacker:berger (V) — Riverside Grille
Jazz Countdown Reinstated (T) — Belmont Grill

30 Monday
Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band (T) —
Rum Boogie Cafe

cont. next page
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PARAMOUNT

TWIN 685—2893
Eastgate Shopping Cir.

and

"EAGLE
103FM — MEMPHIS

— PRESENT —

MIDNIGHT

__ movies

FRI. & SAT. NIGHTS

   

  

 

 

      

     

 

 

 

No Matter What Keyboard

You Got For Christmas

\BringIt In And We‘ll Teach

___ You How To Use It

also ©

Ask About Trading In

Your Current Keyboard

Call

Rick Steff
   

 
ATAMROMUSIC

2918 Poplar

Memphis, TN 38111

323—8888
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LP Reviews
from page 37

Death coming to meet a plague
victim, features a haunting melody

and fine vocal harmonies.
In "Ted, Woody and Junior" Hitch—

cock shows his fabulous sense of
humor. "Ted, Woody and Junior

were disappointments to their father,

but they had a way with lather and

they covered each other with soap."

This is a silly but very pretty song
with vocals that ring uncannily of

John Lennon without sounding like a

recapitulation. This material is fresh

and original.
Raymond Chandler Evening"

the single which has found alrplayon
MTV. Like most of the album, this
song has an ethereal tone which
would fit unobtrusively on I Often
Dream of Trains but which stands
out noticeably amidst the garrish
hardsell smoke and leather of most of
MTV‘s offerings. Though An
Element ofLight may not contain any
hits, it‘s sure to score with Hitchcock
fans. This is his finest effort in
several years. *

 

from previous page

Brady & Hollye (V) — Bombay***

Mark Kitchens (C) — Diamond Lounge

Talker (P) — Stage Stop***

< Kelly Johnson (U) — Court Square Cafe

Mike Crews (P) — Circle Cafe***

Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. (C) — Dad‘s Place

Allan Mayes (V) — Chelsea St. Pub

31 Tuesday

Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band (T) —
Rum Boogie Cafe

Brady & Hollye (V) — Bombay***

Sam Williams (V) — Hi Roller II***

Talker (P) — Stage Stop***

Rhodes College Singers (F) — Evergreen
Presbyterian Church

SpecialEdition (V) — Dad‘s Place

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. (C) — Dad‘s Place

Susan Hudson/Ned Davis & Band (C) — Country
Palace f

Allan Mayes (V) — Chelsea St. Pub

 

Stryper

To Hell With The Devil

(Enigma Records)
t
 
by Ken Houston
 

Metal music with a message, or a
gimmick to help put this band on top?
I think both. Stryper is a heavy
metal band that has Christian lyrics
and harmonies galore. Whether or
not all of their beliefs are gimmick
really doesn‘t matter to me because
this is a good band, with lyrics you
can listen to and enjoy.
The production on this album is far

better than their previous two LPs,
The Yellow and Black Attack and
Soldiers Under Command; though I
liked both of those releases also.
These guys show that they can rock
hard with the rest of today‘s premier
metal bands, yet they also show their
best on the two ballads on the album.
Best songs include the title cut, "To

Hell With the Devil," "Calling On
You," "Sing Along Song" (which is
the best showing of vocals on the
record), "All of Me," and "The Way."

I think these guys really do believe
in what they say they do, and they
have also made it to the top of the
heavy metal ladder in just a short
time. Hopefully this is the kind of
band that will stay there longer than
a band that sings about opposite
subject matter. *

The Housemartins

London 0 Hull 4

(Elektra)

 
by Janet Hanna
 

 

After capturing England‘s atten— _
tion with such comments as "I
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suggest we should burn the Queen

Mother,...and chop the Royal Family

into small bits and sell them to

Japanese tourists," from guitarist

Stan Cullimore, the Housemartins

and their latest album London 0 Hull

4 (London representing the old guard

and Hull — the band‘s hometown —

representing a newer way of
thinking) hit America with its catchy
beat and dry—humored, socialist
tinted lyrics.

The group‘s political statements
neatly weave their way into the
happy tunes that mingle through the
album. Although radical messages
suggesting the overthrow of

England‘s stuffy, old establishment

head up every song, the downright

playfulness and witty composure of

the sound survives despite the
plague of social ills dealt with.

For example, acapella harmonies

and a rythmic guitar back—up make

the single, "Get Up Off Our Knees"

just a fun listening song worthy of

praise for its musical merit alone.

The lyrics, though, earn even higher

praise. Who could discount a song

urging an economically oppressed
social strata ("Some own pennies in a
jar...") to resist enslavement by the

upper class ("...Some own oil

tankers")? He says "Time to end the

praying, listen what they‘re

saying..." (e.g. doing what you are
told). In other words "Get Up Off
(¥)Our Knees."

Without a doubt, the Housemartins

cut an album packed with new world
charm. With boyish haircuts, old—
man cardigans and their got—it—
together sound, these guys hit the top
mark with jolly good English music
intertwined in an intense social
message. x

cont. page 50

 

 

 

CETAGCEA SOUND, INC.

2850 LAMB PLACE, SUITE #5
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE 38118

901—363—3856

STATE OF THE ART P.A. RENTALS

"FROM CLUB TO COLISEUM"

FEATURING:

Soundcraft

Os:

_:

CARVER [lexicon]

gLBBHTERNIH E [beverdynamic)}}]}
OTurbosound sENNHEISER®

MEMPHIS‘ ONLY "REAL" soUuND comPaAnyFOR INFO + BOOKINGS CALL (901) 363—3856
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Platoon
from page 39

He also captured the war—in—a—

~ minor—key between the heads and the

_non—heads. Stone has Sheen

introduced early on to the Marijuana

bunker. Every unit had a Marijuana

bunker, some had nothing but

Marijuana bunkers. Yes, what was

happening on the home front was also

happening in the Nam.

Back to base camp. You get the

shit details of course, but at least no

one is shooting at you. Also there are

showers (cold), food (hot), and beer

(warm). And there are drugs, drugs

to make you forget this lousy war,

drugs to make you forget what you

did yesterday, and what you will do

tomorrow.
A haunting deja vu is unavoidable

when viewing Platoon. The shadow

of Apocalypse Now looms in the back—

ground. Comparison is inevitable.

Partially because Martin Sheen,

Charlie‘s father, starred in it. The

physical and audible resemblance

between the two is startling.

Each picture dealt with the effect

the war had on the men fighting it,

most particularly where ‘the line‘

was drawn between war and

atrocity. A line so vague and mobile

that every man who came back will

always wonder if he stepped over it or

not.
On patrol, an endless cat and

mouse with an enemy that knows the

~ game only too well. Is that a friendly

village ahead or enemy base camp?

Are those farmers or NVA regulars?

—— You‘re a veteran, getting shorter, but

you don‘t have any answers, you only

know to walk more carefully now.

Always wondering.

In retrospect, from the comfort of

your theater seat, it is easy to see that

Marlon Brando‘s crazy colonel and

Tom Berenger‘s deadly sergeant

were somewhere beyond ‘the line.‘

Perhaps it wasn‘t so easy then.

There are some differences, where

Apocalypse Now pointed out the

madness of the war in effective but

dreamlike sequences, Platoon relies

on utter realism to accomplish the

same end. Apocalypse Now ends in

darkness. Platoon, however,

manages at least a glimmer of light

at the end of the tunnel. Maybe we

did learn something after all.

Dug in, on the perimeter in the

middle of nowhere. You know they

are out there, you can feel it. Even

that dickhead of a lieutenant knows

theyare out there waiting. Waiting

till dark, waiting till you can‘t see

three feet in any direction, waiting to

put a bullet through your head. Dark—

ness comes and they are still waiting;

and so are you.
It happens fast, but it seems to take

forever. In seconds silent shadows

are running through the trees.

Explosions! —They aren‘t perfect.

The claymores get some, machine

gunners get others. Too many make

it through the free fire zone! They are

all around you, men are screaming,

men are dying, and you keep firing at

anything, that moves and a lot that

doesn‘t. The flashing fire of your

weapon is a strobe light that turns the

surreal scene into some bizarre

discutheque. A discoteque where the

only dance is death.

With a muffled whump the roof of

the Command Post goes up. Parts of

it rain down around you. Parts of

what was inside it falls too. No one is

in charge now, but then no one ever

was. It was always just the grunts,

men nobody wanted, who had to look

out for themselves when the shooting

started.
And then it‘s over. Like a passing

summer storm the thunder,

lightning, and hail of bullets ceases.

And you‘re alive!

Stone keeps his story small, doesn‘t

juxtapose stupid decision making by

politicians or generals with the

results like many anti—war films.

That is the secret of his success with

this picture. It doesn‘t need it. It is

just a story of the men who fought and f

died; and how they coped with it.

The cinematography in Platoon is

exquisite, including the most real—

istic battle sequences ever filmed.

The attention to detail — clothing,

combat gear, language, and graffiti

is nearly perfect. Those who were

there will appreciate that.

If there is a criticism that can be

made it is that Sheen‘s hair (and

everyone else‘s) is too long. No way

could he have come from the states to

Nam with hair over half an inch long.

This movie probably won‘t be loved

by potential Rambos, but anyone else,

particularly those with relatives or

spouses who were in Vietnam, should

see Platoon. NOT for unattended

small children, however.

Rated R for realism. *

Outrageous Fortune
from page 39

to poison American vegetation with a
secret formula. It seems he is in
cahoots with their drama teacher,
also a foreign agent. Unfortunately,
they have to chase him clear across

the country to find this out.
Comedian George Carlin also lends

his talents with his part as a drugged—

out Indian guide who collides with

\ the two would—be actresses/corpses in

an effort to save the day —— and

American plant life.
While most of the movie concerns

their adventures and slapsick antics,

a healthy glimpse is given into their

devevloping friendship. In or out of a

lifeboat, these two should be good

friends. *

 

 

LP Reviews

from page 49

  U
B

   

Long John Baldry

Silent Treatment -
(Musicline Records)
 
by Rick Steff 

Times are hard for blue—eyed soul.
Van Morrison can barely sell enough
albums to keep a record deal, yet the
Fat Boys are a top ten smash. What‘s
wrong with this picture? Well listen
close, all ye faithful and I‘ll hip ya to
it.
Once upon a time, there was "de

blooze." It was sung by people like
Robert Johnson, Lightning Hopkins
and Big Mama Thornton, to name a
few. The British looked upon this
thing and saw that it was good. Soon
there was blue—eyed soul. Van
Morrison, Stevie Winwood, Joe
Cocker and even (gasp!) Rod Stewart
(again, to name a few) saved their
tuppences and thruppences to buy
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sacred American blues albums and
learn to sing.
Then came the night of the

Thumpasaurus People. Armed with
linn drums, syndrums and synths,
the Thumps funked us to death and
made us forget the meaning of true
feel. That‘s what‘s wrong with this
picture. And now off of my soapbox
and on with the review.

Silent Treatment is an album to be
reckoned with. Though granted, the
songwriting leaves a bit to be desired,
Long John Baldry was singing "de
blooze" 20 years before the punk—
funk—new—wave—boogie—woogie—beat
box children were even a twinkle in
their papas‘ eyes, and that says alot.

Baldry‘s voice is immaculate and
loaded with feeling on every song on
this album. His heart is in every syl—
lable, his soul is in every word. He is
not just a vocalist; he is a singer, and
there is a difference.
I‘m all for Robert Cray, Stevie Ray

and all the rest of the radio blues
guys, but if you crave the originals, if
you have the desire to hear how blue—
eyed soul singers used to sing; find
this album. Times are hard for blue—
eyed soul. Maybe just a listen to
Silent Treatment would make times
easier. (Musicline Records, P.O. Box
48634, Bentall Center, Vancouver,
B.C. VTX 1A8.) x

 

 

 

latest LP, This Ain‘t No Outerspace

Ship still shows some dreamily

delicate guitar harmonies. But eight

of the ten cuts have vocal tracks, and

the music appears to be struggling

behind the complicated song
structures.

Michael Richmond‘s vocals do

become droning and annoying, but

the creative drumming of Andrew

Carter and the clever guitar work (as

usual) keeps you dancing. Love

Tractor‘s music has beautiful

instrumentation, but they need to

find a singer whose voice fits their

music.

The most offensive songs on the LP

are "Beatle Boots" and "Outside With

Ma." "You‘re my hero and you‘re a

mess and you don‘t wear nothing up

under your dress," from "Beatle

Boots" and "Dressed like a

christmas tree you can‘t tell her how

to be seen," from "Outside With Ma"

are ridiculous. Why did they want to

mess up such a good thing?

On the brighter side, "Cartoon

Kiddies" is a fine example of pure

Love Tractor. Also, "Chilli Part

Two" has finally been recorded. They

have been playing this one live for

about a year. "Party Train" is one

cool groove on the album that will

have you humming along. The two

instrumentals, —"Rudolf Nureyev‘

and "We All Loved Each Other So

Much" are fresh, colorful, melodic

pieces. These songs make the album

worth purchasing. It‘s still true, no

one sounds quite like Love Tractor ——

that‘s an accomplishment in itself. x

Howard Jones

One To One

(Elektra)

 

by Skip Howard
 

  

Love Tractor

This Ain‘t No Outerspace Ship

(Big Time Records) |

 
by Joanna Dame
 

With their previous releases on DB

Records, this four piece band from

Athens, GA, became known mainly

as an instrumental group. Their

I have a friend who, during a

conversation one time, expressed the
most unusual desire for Howard
Jones. "I want the man‘s mind," she

said. After I thought about it for a

time, I had to agree with her. With

each of his previous albums,

Human‘s Lib and Dream Into Action,

and his 1986 EP Action Replay,

Howard Jones successfully demon—

strated his ability to not only make

good music musically, but also to

make good music lyrically.

 

  

  

  

  

   

  

       

  

   

   

  

  

  

 

  

   

   

  

   

   

  

 

 

One to One, his newest effort, is no f

exception. The album is replete with —

the words, emotions and philosophies —.

Howard Jones fans have come to

expect. By comparison, Pollyanna

was a pessimist. And his synthesized

efforts are charged with life and

energy. ©

Although all 10 songs on One to One

are exceptional, four are definitely

worth mentioning.

"You Know I Love You..Don‘t

You?" is an expression of love from

one person to another along the "we

were made for each other" or "we are

perfect for one another" school of

thought. The words Jones uses are

almost childlike in their simplicity,

yet they are profound in their honesty

because they express feelings that

everyone has felt at one time or
another.

"Where areWe Going" is not unlike

"New Song" from the Human‘s Lib

LP in its theme of individuality. ‘We |.

will refuse to be your clones or/Work _

in someone‘s scheme/Let a person

find themselves not be part/Of a

machine that worships power and—

wealth..." f

"Don‘t Want to Fight Anymore" is

applicable to any violent situation

whether between two nations or two

people, and it serves as an upbeat

plea for world sanity.

But, by far, the most haunting

selection on One to One is "Little Bit of

Snow," an antidrug ballad. The song

is plainly and simply Howard Jones

with no embellishments, and it

expresses a prevailing attitude in the

world today about drug use: "Drink __

the sunshine, warm to the rain/Keep +

the glimmer alive for all of us/And a ._

million matches in the night/Will —

help to light the way/When one light ‘_

goes out/A part of all of us cries..." —
* ¢
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Book Reviews

from page 38

 

motown: hot wax, city cool and solid

gold
by j. randy taraborrelli
(doubleday/dolphin) $14.95

by robert bowman

J. Randy Taraborrelli was a writer

and later an editor for the late,

lamented Soul magazine. When Soul

folded in 1982 Taraborrelli was able

to retain possession of the zine‘s files.

Much of Hot Wax, City Cool and

Solid Gold stems from this rich de—
pository of dates, facts, trivia,

— interviews and photographs.

The book is divided into six large

sections. The first function essen—

tially as an introduction while the

succeeding five are organized
temporally: 1957—1965; 1966—1969;

1970—1975; 1976—1980 and 1981—1985.
Starting each section Taraborrelli
includes a number of pages of what

he terms "Highlights." These consist

of dozens of entries detailing re—
leases, tours, signings, departures

and other such events. One assumes

that the basis for many of these were

Motown press releases sent out to

Soul. Within these entries Tara—

borrelli takes the time to profile

many of Motown‘s lesser artists.

Following the "Highlights," for

each time period, two, three or four

chapters profiling Motown‘s biggest

stars are included. In and amongst

these one also finds chapters looking

at Berry Gordy, Motown in

Hollywood and Motown Today. The

material for these extended por—

traits is liberally salted with quotes

from interviews that Taraborrelli

and others conducted primarily for
Soul. Finally, photographs a—plenty

dot virtually every page. Most of

these fortunately are not the

standard stock shots that have been

reprinted far too many times.

Taraborrelli is a good writer and
he has adroitly selected very good
material for inclusion. Yet, so much

has been written about the label and
its cavalcade of stars that one finds no

major revelations revealed here.

Recommended for the completist

but, if you are going to read just one

book on Motown, Nelson George‘s

Where Did Our Love Go? remains the

most insightful and pertinent

account. *

 

 

Star Tracks
from page 17

replaced a member. The ultra busy

bassist, Hugh Foote, joins the

rock/R&B group for the project.

Also on the rock and roll front,

guitarist Evan Leake (remember

Target?) joins The Front with Kenny
Blann, J.C. Roberts and Van Toomey.

Turning in smoking country licks

at the Desparado last month was Dan

Fitzgerald, Don Carnell, Doug Davis

and Joseph Anderson in the form of

Restless (ex—Wildfire).
From the Grapevine —— Journey —

fans hang on to those albums! It looks

like the party is over. A crew

member reports that an end of tour

meeting resulted in "That‘s it for

now. No plans for the future" as a

band. Jonathan Cain is going to

produce albums and write songs,

Neal Schon has an album project and

Steve Perry is "getting his ducks in a

row." Whatever that means!

Underground newsline reports

that Duck Dunn‘s son is playing in a

rock and roll band backed and named

by Billy Gibbons. We‘ll run that

rumor down for ya, PDQ.

APPLAUSE:

For twelve years, AUSTIN CITY

LIMITS has brought outstanding

country music entertainment to

public television. AUSTIN CITY

LIMITS will begin its twelfth season

with notable performers, such as:

Ronnie Milsap, Johnny Cash, Steve

Wariner, Restless Heart, Brenda

Lee, Sweethearts of the Rodeo, Leon

Russell, Steve Earle, Fats Domino,

Chet Atkins and Friends, Randy

Travis, Kathy Mattea and Loretta

Lynn. Catch it on WKNO—

That‘s all we know (that we can

say). See you next month! x  

Studio News

from page 7

downtown facility at 315 Beale Street

should be open in early April.

This month at SOUNDS UNREEL

Jimmy Davis, John Seott, Chuck

Reynolds and Tommy Burroughs are

working on their debut album for

QMI/MCA Records, recorded and

produced by Jack Holder and Don

Smith with assistance from Evan

Rush.
Rob Jungklas is working on songs

for his 2nd album for Manhattan

Records with assistance from Jack

Holder and Don Smith.
Evan Rush and Rick Steff are

working on a project with the

Generics. Robbie Turner and Andy

Black mixed some songs by Norma

Jean Watts to shop to record labels.

Sam Bryant is working on new songs

for Screen Gems Publishing with

Evan Rush engineering. *

 

Ella Brooks
from page 30 —

When asked whether or not

she was scared at the prospect of

representing the city of Memphis

on her future travels, she quite

simply replied, "I haven‘t thought

about being scared." It is much the

same as asking a small child if he

would be seared to ride a large roller

coaster. Why put fear in someone

who may not otherwise have it?

Helping her to keep her feet on the

ground is her fiance Andre Ramone

Evans. She says of him, "He really

wants this to happen to me... by

my side to help me and make sure I

make it." The two plan to marry in

Las Vegas this coming July.

(On the prospect of becoming a

mega—superstar, her thoughts run on

this order: "It‘s always good to go as

far as you can. I‘m going to take it to

the limit...wherever that might be."

And in the process she plans to

continue her low keyed life right here

in Memphis.

It is this kind of attitude and

character that has brought Ella

Brooks to this point and, under—

standably, will take her far beyond.
%
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"Cousin Bubba"

fj from page 13

Although he will be in the land of
4 iquiche and Perrier, Emmons calls >

Memphis home and he will maintain ¢ . Ahis residence here. He is also putting
a |together a proposal for Bubba to do a

s"Bubba in Hollywood" series for CWMC—79.. The show would include [ I 1 I]( Zspicy news from Tinsel Town, inter— e er fviews, and information. "I think it
|would be interesting to follow the

odyssey of a Memphis person," says
Emmons about his trek to the top in
Hollywood.
There is great hope within

Emmons‘ organization that comedy
will be his new impetus for social
change. His moving Christmas song, frecorded last year at Ardent, wil be
used this holiday season to help "Toys
for Tots." Emmons is also becoming _ L_ 2involved with a charitable group || KA f
called"Feed the Children"that will
eventually buy farm surpluses and
ship them to hungry people across
North America.
Bubba will also endeavor.. to_|

_—alleviatesomeofsociety‘s anxieties.
"Laughter is medicine," declares
Emmons. "Most of us know innately
that it does us good to laugh . . .
There‘s a very interesting new book
out . . . that shows that it‘s not just a
mental or emotional reaction to
laughter, . . . that chemically there
are substances released by the brain
by the laughter process that help you
deal with emotional problems."

Will Rogers is an idol of our
nouveau—comedian, and Emmons
aspires to make the same kind of
impact upon society as he did. In
order to do this, Bubba‘s character
must expand to encompass several
identities. At this time, Mr. Emmons
is working on material for a T.V.
evangelist, a lawyer or judge, and a
doctor. All will still be "Bubba—fied,"
of course (with the "Hee—Haw" wage
taken off). And because Emmons is
distressed by the resurgence of
bigotry in our country, he is
developing "Senor Bubba" to
humorously pointto the prejudices
within our society.
"To me, it‘s not just a matter of

making people laugh. To me, it‘s
bringing a lot of humor and pleasure @to people, and, at the same time,
shaking up their beliefs — making COMMUNITYthem think without (them) knowing WEVLRADIO
you‘re making them think."

(frog luck, Bubba. We wish you PO Box 40952 Memphis, TN 38174 901—278—3845well.
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MEMPHIS STAR Classifieds are inexpensive and effective. To place a classified ad stop
iby our office or send. your ad to the MEMPHIS STAR, 643 S. Highland, Memphis, TN
38111. Cost is only 25¢ per word. Each word in bold face is 50¢. $4 minimum. Check or
money order must accompany your ad and we must receive it by the 16th of the month.

 

Musicians wanted for band. Must be versa—
tile and willing to rehearse: 824—6724. 1 787

 

Working R&B Band needs trumpet or tenor
sax. Prefer some vocals. David, 755—4622.
1/3787

 

Band needs keyboard player for Top 40,
Urban Contemporary group. Call Michael at
(901) 726—6458. vae?
 

THEMEMPHIS STAR is seeking entry level
writers in all fields of music. Must be co—
herent and responsible. .Nominal com—
pensation but many other rewards. Inter—
ested? Call Susan Hesson at 452—7827
M—F,9—5. th ¥

The Memphis Star has an opening for a
career oriented professional advertising
representative. Call 452—7827 for appoint—
ment. IH

FREELANCE MODELS WANTED:

—

New

i Advertising/Production Group now

screening Freelance Models for Commercial
and Fashion/Cosmetic print work.

Applicants selected for interview/testing will

be notified by telephone, others by mail.

Submit Composite, relivant information and

previous Agency affiliation (if any) to:

H. Associates, Box 245, Memphis, TN
38101. 1/12/86

 

ROCK BANDS — International gigs available.
All transportation provided plus rooms.
Nightclubs and small halls in England,
Japan, Australia, Guam. Need full promo
and references past two months. Rising Star
Productions.. P.O. Drawer 723608, Atlanta,
GA 30339. (404) 422—9000. 4/11/86

Wanted: Roland GR—77 Synthesizer/bass
rig. Jim Pinkston at (901) 794—8521.1/2787

 

SONGWRITERS & MUSICIANS. Call for
information on how to get studio time. $10,
$15, $25 rates available. Complete songs
(including musicians) starting at $125. You
provide vocals.

1/10/86
Call Galaxy Studio at

Support Public Broadcasting

 

  

WKNQO

*& Memphis Minnie),

 
fm 91

Songwriters & Musicians. Call for in—
formation on how to get studio time. $10,
$15, $25 rates available. Call Galaxy Studio
at 274—2726. v3/87

 

Blues, Reggae & Afro—Beat Music: prewar
country blues (incl. Memphians Furry Lewis

classic to
contemporary blues from all regions/times
on LPs, 45s, and cassettes. Plenty of
imports. _Also blues books and mags.
Reggae, Afro—beat LPs/cassettes direct from
Jamaica, the Carribean & the Dark Con—
tinent! Whether it‘s King Sunny Ade and
Chief Commander Ebenezer Obey or Sonny
Boy Williamson and Eddy"The Chief" Clear—
water, Back Forty Records serves up a
gourmet antidote to top forty FM baby food.
Drop down to Oxford, Mississippi and visit
our. retail store on the Square (Mon.—Sat.,
10 a.m. —6 p.m.) or write for a catalog: P.O.
Box 1745, Oxford, MS 38655. 601—236—2918.
Pass the hot sauce! 1/3/87

 

P.A. Equipment for rent. Entire system, 12
channel board. Cords, mics, stands & vocal
delay. Call Ricky at (901) 761—1258. 1/10/86

Photography: —Band and artist promos,
model portfolios and creative freelance
(album) photography. The lowest rates in
town. ‘Let us expose your group as the best.
Call Kelly Craig at 353—0346 or 278—4927.
1/10/86

Political T—Shirts (various subjects)Includes
our "Ronnie" designs. $1.00 gets you the
brochure. Mail to: Second Generation 3250
Spottswood, Memphis, TN 38111.1/12/86

 

Need music for a party? Call Disc Jockey
Productions. 601—563—3934.
rates and a variety of music.

Affordable

 

DRUMMER, experienced and versatile,
looking to join working band. Also available
for country club gigs, one—niters, etc. Can
travel, too. Call Gene at 827—1931 or
323—5130. 1/3/87

 

Experienced female rock singer looking to
join or form hard rock band with goals to do
originals.. Commitment required. Call Lucy
at 763—2735. 1/2/87

 

Experienced female drummer seeking band.
Hard rock, heavy metal (anything from
Journey to Ozzy) No Drug_ Trips!Good
attitude. Call Sharon Brock — 393—5048.
1/2/87

 

 

 

 

MUSICIAN WANTED: Composer/Musician
seeking a Singer/Musician to form Con—
temporary Christian Band. Must be willing

to experiment and make commitment. Call
Paul at 366—7343. 1/1/87

 

Keyboard Player needed. for Country/

Western Top 40. 872—2386 or 873—4162. 1/1/87

 

Music Industry Company invites investors to
participate in attractive projects. Call or
write: Music Shack, Inc., 1255 Lynnfield,
Suite 221, Memphis, TN 38119, (901) 761—
3685. 1 a7

What did Jesus say about homosexuality?
Send $1.00 for informative pamphlet
"Getting It Straight" to American First, 6554

Winchester Road, Suite #245, Memphis, TN
38115 Free gift with order.

 

Achieve Financial Independence Now!
Valuable, simple, effective, proven report
shows how. Satisfaction Guaranteed. Send
$1.00 to America First, 6554 Winchester Rd.,
Suite 245, Memphis, TN38115. Free gift with
order. 1/3/87

 

BandTrailers by Eagle & Parkhurst. World‘s
finest. Call Bob Tucker 362—9000. 12/4/86

 

Keyboard — Korg Symphonic with strings.
Excellent condition. $649."°. Call (901)
683—6943. 1/2787.

 

Roland DDR—30 Electronic Drums. Consists
of: Rack, Brain, Stands, Cymbal, everything
for today‘s drummer. Cost $2000.®°. Sell for
$1250.®°. Call Miller TV and Music store.
1—601—534—3148. 1/2/87.

 

Yamaha Headless Bass w/c. $450.00.

Phoenix Electra electric guitar $150.00. Call

Lyonel at (901) 794—1146. v2787.

 

Effects: Boss Chorus CE3, $50.00; Boss

Delay DM—3, $75.00; Ratt Distortion $40.00.

Call Lyonel (901) 794—1146.v287

 

For Sale: Classic 1965 Volvo 1225. Good

physical condition, needs some mechanical .

restoration. Good gas mileage. Call Susan at
(901) 452—7827 or 726—6722.

 

20" Zildjian Ride, exc. cond., Jeff, 728—6271.
13787

 

"GOSPEL RECORDS SPECIAL". Complete
Record Package including studio time. Low
price. Call now GLS Records, (901) 274—
2726.1 3/87

 

For Sale: —Takamini
353—5168. 13/87

Acoustic —Guitar,

 

For Sale: $5400 of musical equipment. (2)
complete sets of drums. Pearl 7—piece with
all cymbals. Roland DDR—30 Electronic
Digital Drums. All in great condition. Sell for
$2800. Miller TV & Music, (601) 534—3148.
1/3 87
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A~LB UM COVER

D E SJ G N

we

have

your

cover!

  

 

Your Full Service Graphic Arts Company

Logo Design — Promo Packs

Business Cards — Flyers — Letterheads

Album Covers

Please Call 452—7891 For An

Evaluation And Estimate For Your Needs

QUIK STAR GRAPHICS

Design — Typesetting — Layout — Printing
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o
"EAGLEQUALITY ROCK N° ROLL — 103FM

SPECIAL GUEST

THE RAINMAKERS

THIS THURSDAY

8:00 PM

ORPHEUM

THEATRE

 

RESERVE ON SALE NOW

SEATS $15.50* (TICKETHUB OUTLETS ONLY)

*INCLUDES 50¢ ORPHEUM PRESERVATION FUND

 

 

SPECIAL GUEST

( THE ROBERT CRAY BAND

MARCH 18 — 8:00 PM

MID—SOUTH COLISEUM

 

RESERVE ON SALE
SEATS $16.00 Now

   
TICKET OUTLETS: TICKET HUB (149 N. ANGELUS), SEARS (RALEIGH, SOUTHLAND, HICKORY RIDGE, LAURELWOOD), SOUND SHOP (HICKORY RIDGE), SOUNDS PLUS
(W. MPHS.), SOUTHERN SOUNDS (JACKSON), HOT DOG (JONESBORO), MR. AUDIO (BIYTHEVILLE), ALBUM ALLEY (TUPELO), SOUND SHOP (OXFORD), AND ALL TICKET
MASTER LOCATIONS. 50¢ CONVENIENCE CHARGE PER TICKET AT ALL OUTLETS. MAIL ORDER: NAME OF CONCERT, TICKET HUB, 149 N. ANGELUS, MEMPHIS, TN

| 38104. SEND MONEY ORDER OR CASHIER‘S CHECK & A SELF—ADDRESSED STAMPED ENVELOPE. PHONE ORDERS: VISA AND MASTERCARD ONLY, $1.00 EXTRA PER
{ TICKET PHONE 725—HUBB, MON—SAT 10AM—4PM AND SUNDAY 12—4PM
|
|

 


